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UCF's award-winning student newspaper

DStudent surveyor called "slob," see
page 3 DReader response sought on U.S. Subversion, see page 7 ·
DFor imaginative, new cable channels,
seepage 10
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Future wins
All-American
award rdting

Haig lectures on U.S.
foreign policy at dinner
by Roger Simmons
News editor

Former Secretary of State Alexander Haig spoke on U.S. foreign policy
to about 200 people May 5 at the annual President's Circle Dinner, sponsored by the UCF FoundatiQn.
Several local television stations
reported that the foundation paid
Haig $15,000 to speak at the dinner.
In the first of his remark.s, Haig
said that the last time he visited UCF
was during the final days of President
Richard Nixon's adrninistratio-n,
when he served as Nixon's chief of
staff. Haig was with Nixon when he
delivered a surprise commencement
address to UCF graduates on June 8,
1973. Haig said that UCF "treated a
beleaguered president with the proper
respect due him."

state," Haig said. "Some claim that's
because I wanted all the power, but I
don't think that's the case."
Addressing the current nuclear
freeze movement, Haig said that it
was more likely .to cause a nuclear war
than prevent one, since a defenseless
United States would be a vulnerable
target. He called the freeze movement
in Europe "nuclear schizophrenia."
He said that this came about because
of two fears which have combined in
Western Europe.

· First, the "traditional fear that no
American president at war with the
Soyiet
Union
would
trade
Washington for Hamburg," he said.
Haig said that this fear was under control as long as the United States
maintained superiority over Russia.
Second, is a feeling among many
Europeans that America may try to
ha·ve a limited nuclear war with
On the subject of President Ronald Europe as the battlefield, Haig said.
Reagan, Haig said that "bureaucratic
Haig said that the Soviet Union is
anarchy" is now reigning in Reagan's
White House. He said that too many now in a transition period. He said
people on the president's staff present that the selection of Yuri Andropov
themselves as the president's as the new Russian leader was
spokesmen and they don't present a significant in that it is the first time a
cohesive view. "I found that very difficult to deal with as secretary of
Haig, page5

Average class load drops

For the third semester in a row, the
Future has been awarded the honor
rating of "All American" by the
Associated Collegiate Press.
Michael Griffin, Future editor in
chief, said that he believes this kind of
national recognition . is good for the
university, as well as the newspaper,
"since a university's newspaper is a
reflection of the intellectual level of its
readers."
Griffin said that the award prov~s
the Future has consistently been a
good newspaper despite what some of
its critics have said .. "This kind ofrecognition from our (journalism)
peers is extremely important since the
re.a ders of any n.ewspa,per tend to take
that paper's quality for granted," he
said.
Griffin also said that beginning
today the Future 'is starting some
changes in layout ~nd content. He
said that page two of the paper has
been changed to contain inore
.coverage of university and local events and also give recognition to outstanding UCF individuals in a "people
in the news'' section. ·
.
The paper has also acquired ·~state
of-the-art computers" which will aid
Eileen Samelson/Fulure
in production and also give reporters
At the President's Circle Dinner May 5, Alexander Haig said, "The nuclear valuable experience, according to
freeze movement is more likely to cause a nuclear war than prevent one ..."
Griffin. ·
J

In addition, the newspaper is experimenting with different type sizes
and column widths in an effort to
present more news in an attractive·
32,000 students enrolled at . the layout, Griffin said.
university this spring.
Griffin also said that the newspaper
The University of South Florida has is now negotiating with Florida State
registered 14,000 students for the fir- University's student newspaper, The
st summer session from its campuses - Fl.ar:ibeau, to o?tain stories on eve~t~
in Tampa, Sarasota and St. Peter- taking place m Tallahas~ee which
· sburg, according to a spokesman f~om would be of special interest to UCF
the school's institutional studies of- students.
fice. Its student population numbered
The changes in the paper are being
about 26,000 this spring.
Florida State University in phased in and should be completed by
Tallahassee did not have enrollment the end of the summer. According to
figures available by press time, since Griffin, all of the changes should .
the university was still registering make the Future a more dignified and
professional publication.
students for summer classes,

Summer enrollment remains about same
by Julie D. Norris
Managing editor

Despite an 8.4 percent reduction in
classes offered this summer,
enrollment for the semester has
remained about the same as last
summer, the director of institutional
research reported.
Dr. Daniel Coleman said that 8,253
students registered for the "A", "B"
and "C" term classes on the main
campus prior to add/drop and late
registration Thursday. Last summer,

8,292 · students had registered after '
add/drop and late registration.

The registration count afte.r
add/drop and late registration were
unavailable by press time, and the
count including students registering
for classes at the branch campuses
will not be available for another week,
according to Dr. John R. Bolte, vice
president of academic affairs.
B9lte said that students are taking
slightly fewer credit hours this summer. The average credit hours per

Q&A

student this summer is 6.23, as compared to 6.46 credit hours per student
last summer.
Other schools in Florida have reported their summer enrollment has
remained about the same as last
year's.
A spokesman for the registrar's office at the University of Florida in
Gainesville said that 16,000 students
registered for classes for the university's first summer session and 14,500
.students registered for the second
session. This is about half of the

Former student body vi.Ce president
assesses term in office, offers advice
by Julie D. Norris
Managing edlloc

Managing editor Julie Norris recently interviewed 1982-83 student body
vice president Matt Weber on his and
the senate's past year in office. Weber
graduated this spring and is presently
looking for a job as a television director.
Future: What do you consider your
most outstanding achievement as vice
president? ·
Weber: I wanted.every senator to at
least learn something and we accomplished that, whether it was
parliamentary skills, listening, interpersonal skills or group dyna.mics.
Future: What made the 15th
student senate, which produced more
• legislation than the 14th student
senate, better? What was the difference between the two senates?
Weber: Three things ma'de the difference. One, the students elected a
quality group of people. There was a
Eileen SomelsoniFuture

low dropout rate among the senators,
they stuck with it. Two, my advisers _
had expanded roles. And three, senate
leadership. David Kiser as senate Pro
Tempore did an outstanding job. He
wa~ always around and that helped
the group become cohesive. Also, the
committees reviewed the bills more
carefully, and this developed better
confidence when the bills were
brought out on the floor.
Future: What was the senate's most
outstanding accomplishments?
Weber: There's a financial
reorganization act coming out in a few
weeks that will make it easier for
clubs to get the money they request.
Now money requests get bogged
down ip committee.
The senators weren't afraid to experiment this session. Their problem
solving techniques were excellent. For
example, when they were faced with
low voter turnout for senate elections
last fall, they developed ;lternatives
such as putting them (elections) on

the engineering green, getting entertainment, etc.
Future: The communication between the legisl.ative and executive
branches was not as good as it could
have been. What was the cause.of that
and how can communication between
the two branches· be improved?
Weber: Tico (Perez, student body
president) and I had two different
philosophies that didn't meet. We
didn't have cabinet meetings. Communjcation was bad and we both let it
snowball. We are both to blame.
Th.e problem can be solved by letting candidatE;ls run on tickets. You
can hold cabinet meetings once a
week, but if the president and vice
president don '.t agree on things it gets
·
you nowhere.
Future: What is your advice to the
new vice president Stan Halbert?
Weber: I have already advised Stan
on many things, but I emphasized to
him-to develop his ability to run the
Weber, page 5
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Friday's briefing
News beat
Hearing_on financial aid slated
The .Florida Student Association. a
lobbying group, is looking for students
who are having a hard time paying
for college to testify at a hearing on
financial aid.
The hearing is slated for May 26 in
'Tullahassee, and will inform
legis.l ators and university administrators of problems students
encounter when t.rying to obtain financial aid. The daylong meeting will take
place in the Senate Chamber room of the old capitol building and begin at 9 a.m.
·
For more information, contact the FSA at 904-222-3697.

Heart Institute to present lecture
A lecture titled "Rethinking on Sudden Death: Mechanisms and Implications
f~r the Future" will be held May 18. 'S pan.sored by the Florida Heart Institute,
the program will feature Dr. Gary J. Anderson who is a professor of medicine
andPhysiology and also the Director of Research at the Likoff Cardiovascular
Institute.
The program will begin at 7 p.m. at the Loch Haven Arts Center auditorium.
The lecture is also approved for one hour Category I CME credit for physicians
and for one contact hour CEU credit for nurses.

Nurses to check blood pressures _
UCF health education nurses will conduct a free blood pressure screening for
students, faculty and staff next week in conjunction with National Hypertension Month. Testing will take place May 16 and 19 in front of the Student Center Cafeteria from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Nurses will be on hand to answer ·my
questions about hypertension.

· Red Cross requests contributions
The Central Florida Chapter of the
Red Cross reports that recently its
disaster funds have been seriously
depleted by the large number of major
disasters. They cite flooding in the
Midwest and the Northeast, as well
as an earthquake in Coalinga, Calif. as
part of the reas~n for the depletion.
To help prepare for other eQ1ergencies, the Red Cross is asking for contributions for its disaster services. Those interested should send donations to
Centrat Florida Chapter of the American Red Cross, Post Office Box 6726,
Orlando, 32803, earmarked Disaste; funds.

Chapter forming to aid ill children
The Sunshine Foundation, a non-profit charitable organization which helps
fulfil the wishes -of terminally ill children, is establishing an Orlando chapter.
Since a trip to Walt Disney World is the "dream" of over 90 percent of the
children whose cases have come to the attention of the Philadelphia based
organization, the group is hoping to build a three family residential complex
located near Disney World. This would help minimize the high cost of !edging
families. ,
Those interested in helping should write to the Sunshine Foundation, Post
Office Box 2469, Orlando, 32802.

PhotolUCF Public Affairs

Professor Harold Griffith helps students Chuck Hennessey, left, Dennis Pearson, and Chris Svec test a computer link
which controls a miniature manufacturing plant. The plant's platforms move model materials through a complete
cycle, similar to an actual factory.

Cam us close-u
The Nation

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY-'
Two Princeton students were fired by
the Board of Trustees of the Princeton Tiger, the school's humor
magazine, for publishing an article
satirically offering . advice on impressing and sleeping with actress
Brooke Shields. The teen film star has
applied for admission to Princeton's
class of '87. Charles R. Fry, a Princeton alumnus and president of the
magazine's trustees said the article
was "distasteful, objectional and
irresponsible.''
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN
IOWA-Jesse Jackson was the surprise winner of an UNI student ·
presidential preference poll. Fifty-four
percent of the 170 students, staff and
faculty voting in the poll chose
Jackson, compared with 16 percent
for Walter Mondale, nine percent for
Alan Cranston, and eight percent
each for Gary Hart and John Glenn.
WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY-Premed students see themselves as
. disliked by their peers. says a study of
1,000 pre-med students by Wesleyan
Professor C. HPss Haagen; He sur-

A contemporary look al college life in A..ncriea

veyed students at seven Eastern
schools and found pre-meds also consider themselves mor.e politically and
socially conservative than their peers,
believe they work harder and feel that
cheating incidents in their classes are
rare. Haagen 's conclusion: Pre-meds
are a different breed from that of their
classmates.
NOTRE · DAME · UNIVERSITY - Rather than expel a student
who stripped on stage at a Ft.
Lauderdale bar during spring break,
university officials accepted a student
proposal to accept the young man's
apology and make such bar activities
off-limits to Notre Dame students.
Over 200 NDU students attended a
meeting to discuss the stripping incident. As part of the student
proposal, Notre Dame officials will
warn future students -on how to
represent the school when traveling.
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY -Students are not informed on
national defense issues, says the Carnegie-Mellon student newspaper. Its
. campus-wide survey found 48 percent
of the males and 68 percent of the
females could not identify the
secretary of defense (Casper Weinberger) and badly over-estimated the
percentage of the defense budget that
goes to nuclear weapons. Students

more accurately pegged the percentage of the Reagan budget that goes
to defense, but the newspaper said
that was j~st good guesswork.

UNIVERSITY
OF
FLORIDA-The UF administration
decided to proceed with studentgovernment-approved funding of a
lakeside recreational facility, despite a
student referendum against the expenditure. That decision has since
been called arrogant, illegal and just
plain dumb by student critics, including two who have filed suit.
At issue is $222,500, first allocated
by the 1981-82 student government,
to refurbish the south side of Lake
Wauburg, located eight to 10 miles
from the Gainesville campus. Students funded a recreational area on the
lake's north side in the early '60s. It
was overcrowding of that area on
weekends, along with a surplus in the
student fee reserves, that prompted
that 1981-82 decision to develop the
lake's south shore.

People in the news
The UCF Alumni Awards and
Scholarship committee has named the
recipients for its Distinguished
Student and Alumnus awards for this
year.
Scott D. Bell was named
Distinguished Student of the year for
his accomplishments in social, service
and religious activities as well as
scholastic achievement. A marketing
major, Bell has been active in the Big
Brothers
program,
· foscular
Dystrophy Association, Tangerine
Sports Association and Grace Baptist;
Church.
Orange County Circuit Court Judge
Walter Komanski was named the
UCF Distinguished Alumnus for the
year. A graduate of UCF in 1971,
Komanski went on to attend John
Marshall Law School in Chicago,
graduating from there in 1975. He
was one of th£: founding members of
the UCF Alumni Association, served
as the association's vice president and
treasurer, and is currently a member
of the alumni council. Komanski now
serves as a judge for the Ninth Circuit
Court.
·

•••
Junior Cheryl Alisa Harriman has
been selected by the UCF Alumni
Association as the recipient of the

Scott Bell ·

Judge Walter Komanski

$1,000 Alumni Association Millican senate, and has been the introducer or
Scholarship. Harriman was selected sponsor for numerous pi.eces of
on the basis of her 4.0 grade point legislation in the senate.
average and her co~unity and campus service. She is a member of the .
•••
Ten UCF students were presented
President's Leadership Council, the
with $600 Alumni Fellows scholarPeer Advisement Team and serves as
ships this year. They are: Wayne E.
a student senator.
Kalish, a 21-year-old graduating
senior in accounting; Colette Ann
•••
Senior Dave Kiser has been named Robe, a 20-year-old junior marketing
Student Senator of the Year by mem- major; Teresa M. Heyol:>, a 19-year-old
junior majoring in communicative
bers of UCF's 15th student senate.
Du:-ing the past year, Kiser has ser- disorders; Matthew Sasso, an accounved as President Pro Tempore for the ting major; Michael Manglardi, a

Cheryl Harriman
junior working toward a degree in
political science and pre-law; David
W. Adams, a sophomore accounting
major; Dirk P. DeRoo, a senior
marketing major; Rasesh H. Thakkar,
21, a junior in accounting; Michele
Antoinette Painter, a 19-year-old
business management major; and Bob
Kodzis, a 20-year-old marketing
major.
The sch0larships are awarded annually to students who 1-.ave maintained at least a 3.0 grade point
average and have a record of community and campus service.

Dave Kiser
Dr. Frances B. Smith, a member of
the nursing faculty at UCF since
1979, has been named to head that
department pending the results of a
national search for a permanent
chairman.

...

"People in the news' ' recognizes
achievements and awards of UCF
students and staff members. Contributions should be typed, doublespaced on a 60-space line, and submitted no later than 3 p.m. Friday, a
week before publication.

.
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Litterbug .
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Poll sho~s majority of people surveyed ignored litterer

by Bo~nie Hutton
Contributing writer

t

If you saw someone throw trash on th_e
ground, would you say or do anything about
it?
An informal survey conducted by a journalism student at UCF found that most
people will not do anything. It did not matter
whether the Jitterbug was a man or a woman;
87 out of 100 _people ignored him.
Te conduct the experiment, a woman sat on
a bench near a downto'wn sidewalk and tossed
a soft drink can on the ground in front of 50
people. Then a man threw the can on the
ground in front of 50 other people.
Only six people picked up the can, and only
seven people said anything to the litterbug.
The six who picked up the can explained that
they always pick up litter.
A 42-year-old secretary called the litterbug a
"slob,'' and her daughter called the litter bug a
"pig."
A student from Venezuela stopped and said,
"I hope ' not being too bold, but what you
just did is very bad." After learning that the
college student was conducting a survey for a
journalism class, he asked her for a date.

Women were more upset than men and often called the litterbug "disgusting." Men
considered the litterbug "rude." A 40-year-old
housewife said: "That's absolutely deplorable.
I can't believe you have the nerve to ruin my
beautiful town."
An elderly couple turned and stared at the
'litterbug, and the wife said, "I just had to turn
around and get a good look at who is so
gross."
_
The student later stopped and told each
passerby that she was conducting a survey
and asked each person to explain his response.
Twenty-nine people who failed to say or do
anything did not know why they remained
silent, but others explained their reaction. One
woman said she was disgusted but afraid to
say anything. "Nowadays, someone might
pull a knife on you if you say the wrong
thing, " she said.
A 14-year-old boy said he saw the woman
throw the can but did not care. "She can do
whatever she wants," he said. "Who cares?"
When asked why he did not pick up the can
himself, he said: "No way. I do enough of that
crap at home."
A 25-year-old salesmar:;_ said he was going to

call the woman a "litterbug" but thought his
girlfriend would think he was not listening to
' her. He added: "Besides, she's wearing a
preppy shirt. She looks like she would pick it
up herself before she leaves.''
A sailor said, "She didn't invade my personal space, and I didn 't invade hers."
A 27-year-old woman said if the man had
looked "messier," she would have said
something, but he looked too nice. The man
wore a pair of jeans and a blue and white
striped oxford-cloth shirt.

An engineer said he was going to pick up the
can and ask the litterbug whether he was sick.
Four people wondered why the litterbug did
not put the can in a litter basket a few feet
away. One said: "Well, to tell you the truth,.
I thought that young lady was darn lazy.
Why, there's a tr~sh can right in front of her."
One man said the experiment was in poor
taste and he did not like the idea of littering.
"This is Winter Park," he said. "I don't care if
you are doing a school project; go do it in Sanford."

·Broadcast assiStantships offered
The Department of Communication and
WUCF-FM are now accepting applications for
undergraduate broadcast assistantships for
·
the 1983-84 academic year.
The assistants.hips are in the amount of
'$1,000 per semester and renewable on a
semester-by-semester basis for up to six
semesters.
The purpose of the program is to provide
students with opportunities to acquire broadcast experience and skills in a full-time, noncommercial education station.
Responsibilities will include a minimum of
10 hours assigned duty each week for each of
the 16 weeks in the semester. Special broadcast projects will also be assigned by the

general manager of the station.
Any student who has a sincere interest,
talent and qualification in radio broadcasting
may apply. Preference will b'e given to those
who have some radio broadcast experience.
Criteria for selection includes: being able to
operate an audio board, having an acceptable
voice quality for on-air announcing, and
having met all academic qualifications for admission to UCF.
Students applying for positions in the news
or sports department should have experience
·
and skills in writing.
In addition, grade point average may be a
consideration ill the final selection process.
Students wishing to apply should complete

SPEEoi
LIMIT

a broadcast assistantship ·application form
and submit three letters of recommendation
from ~sons who can supply information concerning the applicant's leadership ability,
initiative, broadcast experience, character,
voice quality arid writing ability.

55

An appllcant should also submit a resume
and cover letter detailing their career goals,
background and interest in broadcasting.
An applicant should also submit an audio
tape, no more than five minutes in length,
which should demonstrate voice quality.
For more information, contact Keith Fowles
at WUCF-FM or the UCF communication
department.

-~

Sure there are a
lot of good reasons
to .drive 55:
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LEISURE CLASSES SUMMER '83

REGISTRATION BEGINS May 3-20

(STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK)

FOR CHILDREN ONLY
TINY TOTS SWIMMING • · · · · · • · • • · · · · · · Mon. & Wed. 10:00·10:30am $25
TAD POLE SWIMMING · · · • · · · · · · · · · · ·Mon. & Wed. 10:30·11 :OOam $25
ARTS & CRARS · · · · · · ~ • · · · · · · · - · • ·Mon. & Wed. 9:30-10:15am $25
BEG. GYMNASTICS·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Tues. & Thurs. 9:30-10:15am $25

FOR ADULTS
BEG. PHOTOGRAPHY· · · .. • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Mon. 6:00-9:00pm $25
BARTENDING • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · • · · • Mon. 6:00-8:00pm $25
DANCE·N-SHAPE - - • · · · · • · · · · · • · - · ·Mon. & Wed. 5:00·6:00pm $25
JAZZERCISE · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · ··Mon. & Wed . 4:00-5:00pm $25
WATERSKllNG · · · ·
· · · · .. · · · ·Mon. & Wed. 12:00-4:00pm s40
BEG. GUITAR· -. - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · Wed . 6:30-S:OOpm s~5
DANCE-N-S,HAPE · • · - · · · · · · · • · · · Tues. &.Thurs. 4:00-5:00pm $25
KARATE - · • - - - · - · • · - · · ·
·Tues. & Thurs. 5:15-6:45pm $25
BEG. SCUBA· - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-Saturday 9:00-4:00pm $75

THE SPECIAL EDmoN

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND

June 10, June 12
En. Aud

8:30pm

Page·4
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Consignments Invited

1513 Broadway (Hwy. 426)
Oviedot FL 32765

.

(305) 365-7040 '

Rotate Your Wardrobe
Maxine Platt

Carolyn Hayman

EVERYOf'-JE IS PICKING UP
ON PILOT PENS

_
l(}llEDKEN SAlDN PRESCRJm::>N @REOKEN SAl.ON PRE: )')

J ·Azeem HairStYling
gREDKEN SALON PRfSCRJrTION

~
~

· .·· . ~

·i

·~

The ScieDtific Approach to a Total Look ~
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair analysis, .~-

~

~

~

~

@

~~~~at.

~WE

9-5
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

~

!' ·
~

ARE,(1£
~

.

~
-i

~

;:·

'

~

WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS
They know that
the 89 ¢ extra fine
Pilot Razor Point
marker.pen writes
as smooth as silk . .
And the custom-fit
metal collar helps
keep that ·point
extra _fine page
after page. When
it comes to a
Razor Point, it's ·
love at first write. ·

. Q .NON5N])Kffif~

~.::::.,

[PiLOT]

NOU.JnDSJ&J NOlVSNnkrnl@NOIJ.Jl1DSJ~J NONSNDKl311.{}l. ~
--..£_

., Vlf'

.. .7/xmc ·

~ ..

-

•

-

l-1

677-5558
· ·Amateur and ·Profeulonal finishing available
·lab on preml1e1
• ftlm processing as fast as you need It
·camera repairs
·full llne of photographic dlsplay products: mats, frames, print
• profeulonal print dlsplay preparation: moul)tlng, texturlzlng,
spraying

•

Member: Professional Photographic Society of Cent~al Florida

Open M~n ~ -~~-t 10am -6pm .
10%Student
Discount

®

~o ~... df./alearrr~

7.436 University Blvd.
University sq'. Shopping Center
Or!J:mdo, Florida 32807

•

Notional Sponsor of MDA/ Jerry Lewis Telethon

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS
•

WATTS_/
-:;:- ·
J_
' )Jf

10000001

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYl~G TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHeis

a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems -in the world.
Warner Robins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more l~fo. call toll free
1-800-841-9.193 or 1-800-342-9570 (In Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098
U.S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

With the price of fine jewelry
today, it's good to know that a jewelry-quality Siladium ring is now
more affordable than ever. Savea n d choose from a variety of
beautiful styles. Then personalize
your ring with custom options that
express your tastes, your interests, your achievements.
Date

Every fine Siladium ring is
crafted with careful attention to
detaii, and backed by the
ArtCarved Full Lifetime Warranty.
Now, at these special savings, the
value is exceptional! Don't miss
this opportunity to get a beautiful
buy on a fine Siladium ring . Visit
the ArtCarved Ring Table soon .

Time_ 9:30 • 3:00 _Place. VIiiage Center _ _ __
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•
bureaucrat has been put in charge of the country, indicating the problems with the country's economy and the fact that they "still
can't feed their people."

Weber----- from page 1

flaig said that the United States should
maintain a dialogue with the Soviets, but
must also have the courage "to administer
punishment" when the Russians violate any
country's rights. "We have more than enough
assets·' to keep the Russians in line, Haig said.
In addition, Haig told the audience that he
supports the deployment of Pershing 2 intermediate-range missiles in West Germany,
unless an arms control agreement with the
Russians can be achieved before the
deployment date. But, Haig said that the

(s~nate) meetings. That's how he will earn his
credibility among senators, not by taking
them out to lunch. It is important how he
presents himself in the meetings. Also, I would advise him to take time to
smell the roses-take time to get to know the
senators, because without the senators, he is
nothing.
Future: What are your career plans?
Weber: First, I want to be a television director, then go into broadcast management.
From there, I want .to go to law school, practice law, and end up in a small state and run
for state or local office.
.
Future: Looking back over the past year, is
there anything you would do differ.ently if
given the chance?
Weber: I probably would have asked for a
raise.

Soviet Union will only consider an arms reduction agreement if the United States backs its
military modernization plans with money.

Soviets· weren't even willing to negotiate on
arms reductions until the United States began
modernizing its military forces.

"The president has gone on record worldwide that he intends to correct our deficiencies
in defense," Haig said. If Reagan doesn 't
follow through on this policy, Haig said he
feels that the president will lose ' credibility
with the Russians and perhaps hurt chances
fo~ an arms agreement. He said that the

Following his speech, Haig accepted
questions from the audience and was then
made an honorary member of the President's
Medallion Society, a society cqmprised of
donors to UCF of $10,000 or more. Past
Presi~ent's Circle dinner speakers have been
William F. Buckley and Dr. Henry Kissinger.
I
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HAIR SHOP
.
Precision Style Cµt $ 7 .00
Full Service Salbn

Walk-Ins Welcome.
l OS09 E. Colonial Dr.
(Witm Dixie Center)

l!NION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

'• .....

.College Night I Mondays
Imports $1.00 • Draft Specials
SCHOOL l.D. REQUIRED

Beer ·Wine· Sandwkhe5

834-6300
Bob Glick.man
Orchestra.{

-862-4154-

. HOURS:
Mon. - Thur. 11-2
Fri. & Sat. 11-2
101 CANDACE DR. FERN PARK
1 FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

Weekly Dart Tournaments
Happy Hour 4:30 - 6:30
Surprise Keg Night
April 22 - 23 WINDFALL
April 29 - 30 CRYTZER & DUNCAN
May 6 - 7 NO FOOLING

News
Reporters
Now
Needed
For

Future

and western,
does coun try
.
d
m's 7 & 7UR. An so l 'ty in moderation-

call

·x-2601

....

SeJen &S~Jen
Sengrllm·s
© 1982 ~ DISTiillRS CO . NYC Mlffi™ VvlilSKEY ABlfND 80 PROO: "SevenW and "ll.f>" are trademarks of the Seven-Up Comparry
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,~ 8 Tokens-$1.00 ~:~ I
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Game Street U.S.A.

Q'Bert

Tron
Donkey Kong
~ · Galaga
~ Moon Patrol
Phoenix

.

Pole Positi9n
Popeye
Robotron
Donkey Kong Jr.
Zaxxon
Tutankham
Space Duel

U,SA

~

.

Ice Hockey
3-D Subroc
Super Pacman
Stargate
Ma. Pacman
Centipede
Scramble

~~

~

Now Serving

~

i·
~

Joust
. ~ -.
PacMan Plus ~
Time Pilot ~
. Dig Dug ~
Kangaroo ~
Varkon

3012 N. Goldenrod Rd.
sun.11am-1pm (Belmont Plaza) 15 A
l~i1::~!:..~!:"
. 611-4420

New Concept

I·
I
~
I.
I

.Orders to go
Beer&Win~

Spinach Salads

Home Made

Soups

Chicken & Fish
Sandwiches

TaeoS.11•

Drive Thru
Window ·

678-9527
Open Fri & Sat
Til2am
443 N. Semoran Blvd.
Corner 436 and Aloma

· ~"-''~'~"'"'""''""''''. . .'''''''''''~'''''~ ·~~"'--"'w.~--.~--..~~----._~.,...-.-.----~"",_.._.~
Take stoc·k in
America with
U.S. Savings

Bonds. 'Cause
a country can't
live on
love alone.

\

\
\

\

\

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do_you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
.
Because American Express believes in your future-. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. Thar's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you gr~duate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
.
First of all, it's a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know rhat 1s impbrtant.
·
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restaurants, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card is recognized and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
So call for a Special Student Application
or look for one at you·r college bookstore or on
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without ir:·

Call today for an application:
800-528-8000.

FORUM

A free exchange ·
of ideas on the
issues o(the day
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Spanky

by Carl McKnight
(.(IQ~·- ND ... CASf
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A letter of peace
America's Catholic bishops' pastoral letter condemning
the production, dEWloyment and first use of nuclear
weapons is a step in the right direction for a variety of .
reasons .
. One of the most important of these reasons is the
recognition by a major institution, the American Catholic
Church, that the nuclear arms race is more than a political
issue-it is a social and moral issue with staggering
ramifications.
The ability to disintegrate millions of people and destroy
an entire culture is a reality that must transcend ideologies
if the human race is to survive past the turn of the century.
The bishops have accepted this reality-that unbridled
progress can consume its initiators.
Claims by some that the letter is pro-Soviet propaganda
are ludicrous. If any group has a bone to pick with the
athiestic concept of Soviet communism certainly it is the
Catholic Church. The letter's intentions are clear and to the
point: nuclear arms, regarclless of the possessors' ideology, ·
are immoral.
They are immoral because the concept behind them is not
only to destroy buildings and military · targets but the
destruction of all life and the culture they are used upon.
This is not idealistic rhetoric, this is reality. There can be
no limited nuclear war.
The impact of the pastoral letter remains to be ·seen.
There are indications that church leadership may not be as
influential with its flock as it once was.
What is important to note, however, is that the pastoral
letter has cast the nuclear arms issue into a different perspective. Not what "they" have and what "we" have, but
why anyone should have any.

Editorial policies
As the Future begins its 16th year of publication, it is iniportant to redefine our editorial policies.

•

We will make every effort to present all articles accurately and objectively with malice toward none.. We will
not ignore an issue because it is controversial or refuse to
print ideas because they are unpopular. We will ensure that
. all students have reasonable access to their student
newspaper.
Most importantly, we will do all that is within our power
to protect the free press and speech rights of the students of
this university and the community it serves.

A little rebellion, now and then, is a good thing, and as
necessary in the political world as sto~s in the physical.
·
Thomas Jefferson

The FUTURE
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Reader response sought:
Should the government of the United States covertly
sub~ert the governments of unfriendly nations?
Reports from Central America
have led to charges that the Central
Intelligence Agency is actively pursuing a covert attempt to overthrow
the Marxist Sandista regime in

Nicaragua. If these claims are true,
do you think the CIA is acting
responsibly?
All l"esponses should be typed,
double spaced on a 60 space line and

be no more .than 250 words . Send
responses to Future News, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, FL 32816, or drop
them off at the Future offices.

From our readers
USF SG President praises Perez
Editor:
Now that the UCF Student
Government elections are over with
· and new leadership has been installed, I just wanted to take some
time and recognize 'someone who
has been an outstf).nding lea9,er and
representative from .Your student
body.
Student body President Tico
Perez has done an excellent job in

representing UCF on the state level.
His expertise in state legislative
· matters has · helped immensely in
formulating legislation that will improve our quality of education.
Especially this year when areas such
as tuition, financial aid and the ac- ·
tivity and service fee laws are being
drastically altered. As chairman of
the State Council of Student Body
Presidents, it was nice to have such
a . knowledgeable and polished

spokesman like Tico Perez around.
As a student body president, your
main concern is obviously with the
local campus, but ·becoming effectively involved at tbe state level is.
imperative. Tico Perez has been
such a president.
Dave Hillman,
President,
University of
South Florida

Placement Center a gold mine
Conservative?

Editor:'
This is the time of year that many
seniors and graduate students from
all over the nation begin to flood
Central Florida's job market. It is ,
no wonder that many of our
graduating students have uncer·
tainties relative to their future
careers.

friendly, encouraging and sincere in
their efforts to help every student
who needs help.
·
Every student and faculty member who advises students should
make a point
visiting the
Placement Office. You can't help
but be impressed by the job they are
doing.

I urge students to take advantage
of the services provided by our
Placement Office (AD 124.) James
Gracey and his staff are, in my
opinion, seco_n d to none. They are

I believe it's the students' best
"fringe benefit" at UCF.
Dr. T. A. Mullin
Assoc. Professor
Communication Disorders

o:

The Future is in the market for
a conservative-oriented writer
interesteq in producing a
biweekly political opinion
column. Anyone interested in the
position should contact the
editorial office at 275-2601, or
stop by the office on Libra Drive
and fill out an application.

Alumni Association.thanks Phonathon participants
Editor:
· I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Future on behalf
of the Alumni Association and
Development staff for the coverage
you afforded our recent Alumni
Phonathon.
The Alumni Association feels
strongly about returning as much
money as possible directly to the
university to the benefit of current
students, as well as future ones. One
very significant part of our budget
is for scholarships.
We are particularly pleased that
the F1.1:ture was so interested in this

' Messina, Lambda Chi . Alpha;
Rasesh Thakkar, Delta Sigma Pi;
Frank Reindl, Kappa Kappa Psi;
Scott Ryerson, Pi Kappa Alpha;
Also, we would like to thank the
Cathie Crockett, Kappa Delta;
Dominique Cassagnol, Zeta Tau
student groups and their nightly
Alpha; and Major Christopher
captains who helped make this
M~rritt, Air Force ROTC.
year's phonathon the most successful ever:
Again, thank you all for your
work and your consid~ration.
Mark Gartska, Sigma Chi; Jackie
Benton, Pi Beta Phi; Sue Josberger,
Alpha Beta Pi; Michele Lyle, Delta
Delta Delta; Dave Whitehead, Tau
Eric Yount,
Kappa Epsilon; Gerry Mayer,
Coordinator,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Tom
Alumni Association Phonathon
major fund raising event and that so
many students participated in the
phonathon.

Letter Policy
· Letters to _the editor must be
deliV'ered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
be more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted ma terial
becomes the copyrighted property
of the F'!-ture newspaper.

The Future is a member. of the Associated
College Press.
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A Unique Opportunity For A
Spanish Cultural Exchange

....

PROFESSIONAL RESUME DESIGN
Interview skills· training to ensure hiring
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services Including term papers and theses
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation
· Role playing & video tape counseling to practice voice, posture
& body language
Job placement· t.:te paid and non-fee paid

Llrlando
l£L1i'sultants, inc.,

"An Investment In your future."

894-7.726

2111 E. Michigan Ave., Suite 126, Orlando, Fl. 32806-

• Scheduled Spanish courses at Colombian Universities
• 8 days of enrichment in a Colombian Culture
• Economical round trip air fare from Miami
• Transfers & selected family lodging provided
• 2 meals daily-breakf0$t & choice of lunch or dinner
• All inclusive itinerary for as low as $525 per person
"Travel &
422-3434
Study"
2307 S. Orange-Ave.
Orlando, Fl. 32806

"Buen viaje

mi amigo"

St~1-1.

IUIPIAN
Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!

Course

Class Starting

LSAT
LSAT
MCAT
GRE

DAT

This ad is for all those who ever wonder
if your United Way gift is really appreciated.

May17
June 21
June 25
July 11
.Augus! 14:

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

•

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is lnsuHlclent enrollment
Coll for details .
Days, Evening, or Weekends

United Way
Thanks to you. it wo~ks. for ALL OF US.

678-8400 .
· Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland '

A Public Service of Thi s Newspaper & The Adve rtising Council ·

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
Personal Injury and WrongfulDeatli
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law

Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, FJ9rida (305) 841-0342 .

Once you have tasted Grolsch®Beer, you'll see
why people who love beer say its the best-tasting beer
· you can buy.
But you can tell Grolsch has class ju~ by looking at
our unique, 16 oz. wire-top bottle. Like the beer inside,
its one of a kind .

//

.-··"~ /--~---:-·---.

'

EPICUREAN
Restaurant ,
American and Mediterranean
Cuisin~

Specializing In Greek Food
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game
· ·· Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Til

7900 E. Colonial Dr.
IAGERBEER

Orlando.. Fla.

A brewer's masterpiece
from Holland:"

277-2881

•
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Some cable
channels for future use

Christo's island creations
.epitomize modern art
by Albert Cervellera

by Wayne Starr

Contributing writer

creates as he pleases.
But why wrap_islands?

Future staff

Last month The Nashville Network
arrived as the newest cable TV network. Now the Disney Channel is
here.
When will this madness end? Who
knows, it might not be too long before
we see:
-CNN 3: We've already got CNN
for in-depth news coverage and CNN
· 2 for the headlines; CNN 3 will give us
· Mickey Rooney and Patty Duke
reading the comics, and Ann Landers.
And maybe Jack Klugman whipping
up a test recipe or two.
-KRAP: The first "super-station"
that begins with a "K"; KRAP will
specialize in something really different-old reruns and~ baseball. But
since KRAP is in New Mexico, we.'ll
get the minor-league Albuquerque
Dukes instead of the Braves or Mets.
Station highlights will include a
Saturday afternoon "Mr. Ed Hour"
and Sunday night "Supertrain
Theatre."
-LSN: The Lynyrd Skynyrd Network; this will be the first station for
Ronnie Van Zandt freaks. "Freebird"
will be played 24 hours a day, while
pigeons peck garbage dumps on
screen.
-The Traffic Channel: 24-hour-a. day traffic reports from every city in
the nation; metropolitan-area updates
to be provided by helicopter. This

channel will appeal to the same people
who watch ·The Weather Chan-·
nel-reasoning that whoever really
wants to know the temperature in
Dubuque probably also wants to·
know when a red light goes out in Des
:rdoines.
·

every day and every show will be
hosted by Bill Cullen. Charles Nelson
Reilly, J . P. Morgan and Brett Sommers will be the celebrity guests on
every show.

The sheer size of artist Christo
Javacheff's contemporary laced and
logged eai thworks in Biscayne Bay
leaves spectators awestruck.
The 6.5 million square foot
project is certainly deeor!l.tive, but
also shocking, provocative and
elusive. While Christo is a "mast.er
wrapsman" in every 'sense, his
process of making art sometimes goes
as far as sacrificing the subject for
his kll,id of vision. He often calls upon
the audience not to see more than the
eye does.
In the past, Christo has wrapped

At the Movies I

As a pioneer in a modern art,
Christo paints a broad picture of the
world by conveying insights about
mankind. ~hether one agrees or
disagrees with this philosophy is
beside the point, although a controversial matter of judgment in itself. But it is art.
Christo's work is an excellent
example of one particular style and
valid trend in art, thus accredited accordingly by art critics.

-All Carol(l)(e) Network: Granstrom, Nelson, Burnett, O'Connor
and Channing in round-the-clock
competition to determine who truly is
"most totally Carol(l)(e)."

-The Miami Beach Network: This
brainchild of the Dade County Tourist
Council comes to us from the people
who fear South Florida is lOsing too
many tourists to Disney and Epcot.
Such top-notch around-the-clock
The channel will feature such shows entertainment may have benefits not
as "Mr. Bagelman" and "Nagtime," immediately obvious . While the
the latter show starring Ida Cohen· nation's thieves and muggers are
·a nd Murray Kleinberg, who sit in glued to their sets, salivating at the
front of their Collins Ave. condos and prospect of learning Wink .Martincomplain about the weather.
dale 's real name, the rest of us will be
safe to escape once more to the frien-GSPN: Not to be .confused with dly confines of our city streets-a
E.S PN (the sports network); this is the place many Americans haven't seen
Game Show Panelists' Network. since Milton Berle put on his first
Game shows will. be shown all day, dress.

The artist's wrapping of the islands,
by virtue of them being wrapped, are ·
now given more value than they
might otherwise merit in an unwrapped state.

Beauty and quality are two ,of the
most difficult things to measure by
objective standards. The value of art
rests solely upon the spectator and
his beliefs.
everything from oil drums to
seacoasts. He is the artist most firmly
identified with packaging. His works
are intended to be not so much
mysterious, but disquieting and a call
for attention.
Christo's relationship of form, color
and texture exist for themselves in
spite of _cost or social acceptance. He

In the end, questions regarding the
social responsibility of the artist and
the changing role of patronage
remains to be seen. Who knows,
maybe future space shuttle passengers will have an aerial view of an entire planet under wraps.
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"The Hunger" satiates viewer's appetite
by Donna Howell
Future staff

Cast ice beauty Catherine Deneuve
as the chic and sinister vampiress
Miriam. Pair David Bowie as her new
wave companion John Blaylock and
you have "The Hunger," an erotic,
tragic and stylish fantasy of vampirism in modern Manhattan.

Destined to become a cult film,
"The Hunger" survives on its precise
artistic execution-the amplified
heartbeats, . slow dissolves and
careful, subtle ?ostuming and set

Roy Scheider, who plays a police helicopter pilot in Los Angeles, stands in
front of the "Blue Thunder" special, an ultra-sophisticated s~eillance and
attack machine.

design. This tale· draws a believable
· plot and wraps you· in its web. This
two-hour seduction is based on the
novel of the sa~e name by Whitley
Strieber.

The vampiric pair select their nubile
victims from chic New York clubs.
They seduce them to a high-rise mansion lair, where passion culminates in

she loves lµm, but can do nothing to
save him. She carries his frail body to
the attic where he meets an array of

her undead former lovers. "Be kind.
death for the vict~s. The modus
Comfort him tonight," she says as she
operandi is a tiny blade in the shape of ·
places him in one of several coffins.
an Egyptian a1*h pendant; classier
than using fangs.
Miriam has already chosen her next
lover. The seduction. of Roberts
begins with a glass of Miriam's enImmo~tality, however, has its
problems for the once-human chanted sherry. The two women embrace languidly and Miriam shares
Blaylock as he begins to age rapidly.
her unhuman blood with the subWhile waiting to see geriatric researcher Dr. Sarah Roberts (Susan Sarandon) he ages years in only minutes.
The doctor hadn't believed him
before. She emerges from her office to
the waiting room to see an elderly
Blaylock stumble out the door. He
goes home to Miriam, who insists that

missive doctor.
Roberts, though irresistably drawn
to the bloodthirsty seductress, has
second thoughts. It is these second
thoughts that lead the film into the
ghastly conflicting finale between the
two.

"Blue Th-under"
lacks the
.
strong plot. needed to .fly
'

~

Despite the film's ordinary plot, the
craft Blue Thunder is not an ordinary
future staff
chopper by any stretch of the
In the new Columbia Pictures imagination. It is a state-of-the-art
release, "Blue Thunder," a movie . helicopter that would make even
about an extraordinary helicopter of James Bond envious with its listening
the same name, we are warned the devices that hear ·through concrete
craft is "real and in use in the United walls and visual scanners that see
States today." Too bad this picture is thermographically through walls,
not so real. In fact, a lot of things plus an assortment of machine guns
about "Blue Thunder". are un · and cannons.
believable.
In a supporting role, Candy Clark
Take for instance, star Roy
Scheider portraying Los Angeles plays the stereotypical loyal lady. The
Police Officer Frank Murphy -Mur- late Warren Oates is superb in his last
phy uncovers a plot to instigate role as Police Captain Braddock.
unrest in a Los Angeles ghetto just so Daniel Stern plays Murphy's rookie
"Blue Thunder" can test its aerial partner.
capabilities against a defenseless
minority.
Thunder, page 10
by Luis Gil

Catherine Deneuve and David Bowie star as lovers who possess the bizarre secret of eternal life in "The Hunger."
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.Collling Attractions ... .

•

·Major League Chicken

Roller Action

The legendary San Diego Chicke~ will be
flapping around Tinker Field on May 15
during the Orlando Twins game against
the Birmingham Barons. Game time is 2 ·
p.m. Tickets are $2 and $3 and are
available at Tinker's box office.

In Concert
•Local Broadway: The Bufman Broadway
Series at the Bob Carr Performing' Arts
Centre presents "Hello, Dolly!" on May 23
to 28. Tickets are $18.50-$23.95 and are
available at the Carr box office or at Selecta-seat outle~s.
•The Central Florida Civic Theatre
presents "Entertaining Mr. Sloane"
tonight, May 13 and May 14 at 8 p.m. at
the Edyth Bush Theatre at 1010 E. Princeton St. Tickets are $3. For details, call
896-7365.

Roller Derby action comes to the Orange
County Civic Center on May 15 at 8 p.m.
when the Los Angeles T-Birds battle the
New York Bombers. Tickets are $8.75 and
$7.75 and are available at the civic center
box office or at any Select-a-seat outlets.

Festive Moods

I wish you-pastel skies, butter sunsets,
moonlit strolls, hont;y mornings.
Laught~r,

On Stage

Love and Kisses.

Worldwide travel and nice gifts-all mixed
with happiness.
With a little wish and a lot of love.

Your Father

•Local artists' work will be on display
tonight, May 13 at the Centr~l Florida
Music and Arts Festival at the Maitland
Civic Center. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. and
free beer will be served all night. "The
Numbers," "Shades of Gray'~ and
"Threshold" will provide the music. ·
Tickets are $6 at the door.
•The sixth annual Greek Festival featuring
Greek food, arts and crafts, and entertainm~nt will be held at the Orlando Expo
Center, 500 W. Livingston St. Hours for
the festival are: May 20, 4 p.m.-11 p.m.;
· May 21, 11 a.m.-11 p.m.; and May 22, 11
a.m.-7 p.m. Admission is $1.
•The Florida Folk Festival will be held
May 27-29 at the Stephen Foster State
Folk CultUre Center in White Springs.
Admission is $5 for adults and $1 for
children under 16.

r

•One on one: Solid gold recording artists
Daryl Hall and John Oates bring their
popular brand of music to the Orange
County Civic Center on May 14 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $10.75 for reserved seating and
are available at the Civic Center box office
or any Select-a-seat outlets.
•Veg~s showman: Wayne Newton will be
appearing at the Orange County Civic
Center on May 17 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15
and are available at the Civic Center Box
office or Select-a-seat outlets.
•Pyromania: British rock prevails as Def
Leppard storms the Lakeland Civic Center
on May 22 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $11.25
and are available at the Civic center box office or at Select-a-seat outlets.
'
•T-Bowl rock: Rock Superbowl XVIII
featuring ZZ Top, Triumph, Sammy Hagar
and Foghat will begin ~t 3 p.m. on May 28
at the Tangerine Bowl. Tickets are $15.75
in advance and $17.50 the day of the show.
Tickets are available at Altamonte Mall
ticket agency, Fashion Square ticket agency and the Infinite Mushroom.
•Flutist Susan McQuinn will appear on the
UCF Faculty Artist Series at 8 p.m. May
17 at the UCF music rehearsal hall
McQuinn, a memb~r of the Brevard Symphony Orchestra and a UCF faculty member, will be accompanied by pianist and
chairman of the UCF music department,
Dr. Gary Wolf. There will be a $3 donation ·
at the door.
•The Florida Symphony Brass Quintet will
present a free outdoor community concert
in the Pine Castle Center of the Arts '
Gazebo on May 1s·at 4 p.m:
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OU_RBOOK
CAN'T HELP YOUR
GRADES,
BUT IT CAN HELP YOU
STAY IN SCHOOL.
While you're rry ing tll make ir through
schuo l, the last thing you nceJ ro \\'lirry ahout is
how to pay the hills. So stop worrying anJ get the
muncy yuu m:cd wirh a Florida Federal GuaranrccJ
Srudcnt Luan . We make nwrc GuarantccJ Srudcnr
Loa ns than anyhudy else in rht• Southeast . Mme, in
facr , rhan any other savings and loan in the cuunrry.
Right now. we have O\'L'r $150,000,000 av;1ilahlc for
student loans. So if you need money t(ir cnl lcgc m graJuatc
schl1l1l, chances arc yuu can get it from Flmid;1 FcJcral.
Even if )'llUr family incumc is $40.000 or mmc, ynu may
quality fur ;1 Guaranteed Student Loan.
Interest ratt•s arc lo wer than yo u mi ght e xpect. And ynu dnn 't
ha\'C rll start repaying until six nwnths after yuu lea ve sc huul.
If your Financial Ai d Office dllc ~ n 't ha,·c cupics uf mir hook,
use the coupun hel1\w t1 >get y1•ur ll\\'n . So yuu cm wu rry about
mu rc impmtant th ings- likt• stud ying.

When "Blue Thunder" takes off, the excitement begins. Murphy seems invincible
against his evil-minded colleagues as he tak~s
on everything from airborne SWAT teams to
a co~ple of F-I6's. The aerial barrage is spectacular, leaving everything behind-including
the plot.
When "Blue Thunder " and the audience
finally come down, one realizes that· this piece
· of mechanical wizadry is the real hero in this
movie.

Roy Scheider stars as Officer Frank Murphy
in the new Columbia Pictures' film "Blue
Thunde~."

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY
I

I
.I
I

Yes! I rnuld use part uf f! 11 ricla r cder;i l\ $ 150.000,000
f1ir co llege. P b1~c se nd me· nllirc• int(1r111atiun .

Name· - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - AJ Jress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Florida
Federal

This black woma n could be
Am.eri ca·s hope ... she'sa United
Neg ro College Fund graduate
who coul d dedicate her li fe to
linding a cure for cancer. A cure
that could save thousands ol
lives each year. And fill every
black person's heart with pride .
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. Box Q . 500
East 62nd St .. New York . N.Y. 10021.

GIVE TO THE
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUl'fD.
A1111ud1,t1li·111hlt th11k1t11wJ,ll· ~
A Pub r1c S~rw1ce 01 Th is Newspape, • t
& Tnc Aa vcr11s1ng Councd ~
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Get hot
tips on

The Future now enters its 16th year of excellence, and in order to maintain that
excellence, news and entertainment reporters, and an entertainment editor, are
needed. Applicants need not have a journalism background, but a strong emphasis in English and writing is necessary.
During the 'summer, story assignments will usually be made every other week,
but frequency of assignments to individuals interested in writing is flexible.
If interested, call x-2602 for more information.

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

crime
prevention!

I

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers ~ve the rest.
USE YOUR HEAD WHEN YOU DRINK MOOSEHEAD.

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

(!LASSIFIED
2Bdrm . 2Bath. 1 Mile from campus. New,
cathedral ceilings. $375. call 647-6919/ 6455121 .

·Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs .
experience at low rates: Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.

Suzuki 1981 GS2!;>0 garage kept, like new 3 bedroom 2 bath apartments and large 2
4200 mi. with Bell helmet $1250. Call 365- bedroom 2 bath apartments available
6901.
June and September. Will be brand new
units, 3 bedroom un its $520, and 2/2 units
$475. Call now in evenings 281-1468.

QUALITY TYPING. Reasonable/experienced,
all jobs/styles . 1 mi. from UCF. 365-6874
Marti before 7 am/after 5:30 pm.

for sale

Special summer offer!! Get up to 10%
discount in any of the tupperware , 5 - m i n u t e 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
dinners, or Aloe Vera products. Call Flavia
Oribe at 859-8758, or come by Adm . 282Student Affairs .

help wanted

for sale· small fiberglass Sailboat for begin- OVERSEAS JOBS . Summer/year round.
ner or old salt. $650 or best offer, only in- Europe, S.Amer. , Australia, Asia . All Fields.
terested persons call Collect 904.788.7314.
$500- $1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC Box 52-F1-4 Corona Del Mar, Ca
92625.
1975 Fiat 128SL $1400 runs good, low gas
mil. 422-0683 call after 4:15 pm.

1------------------i

roommates
Female roomie wanted to share 3-bdrm ., 2-.
bth. Wtr. Park house (located 5 min. from
downtown Wtr. Pk. and 15 min , from UCF) w/
2 other females. Must be nonsmoker, clean,
fun-loving , and financially responsible .
$150/mo. and 1/3 of all bills. 628-3223.
Non-smoking female to share 2 bdrm-1 bath
house w/sam e near Colon ial Mall, May,
June and July. Need bdrm furniture . $175
mo. an~ 112 util . Call 898-6774 after 6.

Home cleaners needed . Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr.
to start. Call 671-7463, leave name and
number w/answering service.
SUMMER WORK after SUMMER A.
Several positions available beginning June
19th. $310-390 week. Interviewing week of
May 30th-June 3rd . Send name , major,
GPA, phone, address to Janet Litton P.O. Box
820 Nashville, TN . 37202.
Housemaid wanted male or female,
College Pk. area . $240 all util . included.
Call 422-0683. Call after 4:15 pm . Prefer
nonsmoker.

typists

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
Dependable . Accurate : Professional. UCF
graduate. Full-time availability . XEROX 850
SYSTEM used exclusively, gives top quality
letter perfect originals . Improve grades.
Impress employers. Student rates and incentives. Call Now! JUDY'S Business Service
671-0312.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spellir1g, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur-naround avail. 671-3007.

for rent
273-5610

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed . Birth COntrol
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave .
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1-80d-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, .low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

other
If you spend at least $75 in groceries per
month and would like an opportun ity to
make SSS selling your receipts to a
·Marketing Research . company , contact
Roseann or Annette at 629-1629. Unlimited
earn ing potential .

ATIN : Country musi ..... song writer and hobbyist has 13 new songs seeks lady for inspiration , also singer and guitar player.
Call C.B. 568-29Q6.

carpool

JiCS
. r ~oc
·/r)z. c:;ll Ht C

Individual Confldentlal·Coun.seling
Gynecolog isfs
·sp~aker Service

'2233 lEt RD. WINTER PAR~
. .~- 628~0405~
Toll Free 800·432-5249
ORLANDo a WINnR PARK
" CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Typing service available, 11 years experlence. Close to UCF . Ca II Den Ise, 2711:.v- Need peop le to share drive from Daytona
6257.
. Bch . to UCF Orlando . Call Collect only if interested 994-788-7314.
Expert typing. Expert equipment. Resumes,

0

d~erta~n~ man~cri~~ repo~. ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rn-,~~g~-~-®~
-~-~-~~~~~
-~-L-I~~~~~
_
SeJVI• e
C S

papers, theses, cover letters. Rates vary accordingly. Call anytime and leave
message. Darlene Traficante 282-5497. Half
mile from campus.

Gay Community Services of Central Florida

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

Fraternities and sororities! Property tor
building a custom home in University
Highlands could possibly suit your needs for
a dormitory type facility with large parking
and study areas. Wide variance In options
If Interested please contact Michael Abdul
281-1468.

1-------------------,

EXPERT TYflNG: 24 yrs. exp. Full time . Term
papers, theses, reports, r~sumes, etc.
Female roommate wanted to share 3 bed .
home opp. 10 min . from UCF. $100/mon . Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
and editing Included. Reasonaole. Call
and 1/J utilities. Call 282-5328.
Bea, 678-1386.
Roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm/2bth
mobile home approx. 3 mi. from UCF. $170
mo. and 112 util. Call 282-2181 .

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg . Call Don, 678-3173.

offering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line with trained members · &
.;pecial activities. For Information call THE-.
•GAYS(843-4297).
.,

0

~ ~
f5)lil7V
~~ ~~lJ

~ ~~
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At the Future we have
Accounts that need
SERVICE!
CALL 275-2865
or come by the
Future trailer

Musicland presents a · · ·

.

Lesson I:

·

Save now on these new albums .and cassettes.
Ml:N Ai \\'Cl~I<
CARGO
includ ing :
Overkill/It's A M1slake/H19~ Wire
Dr. Heckyll & Mr. Jive
Senle Down My Boy

WILLIE NELSON WITH
WAYLON JENNINGS
TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT

EARTH , WIND
& FIRE
POWERLIGHT
including :
• Fall In Love Wllh Me Spread Your Love
Side By Side The Speed Of Love

MICHAEL
JACKSON
THRILLER
including :
The Girl Is Mine (Wilh Paul McCartney)
Thriller/ Baby Be Mine/Biiiie Jean
Wanna Be Startin" Somethin'
···~;· ···

SALE

5!!
or LP

·

Lesson2:
Save big on. these CBS

·•

Bob Dylan HARD RAIN
Boz Scaggs DOWN TWO THEN
LEFT
Lou Rawls WHEN YOU HEAR
LOU, YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL
Valerie Carter WILD CHILD
George Duke DON'T LET GO.
Kenny Loggins NIGHT WATCH
• David Gilmour DAVID GILMOUR
Ted Nugent WEEKEND
WARRIORS
.
Boomtown Rats A TONIC FOR
THE TROOPS
Frank Marino & Mahogany Rush
TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED
Ellen Foley NIGHTOUT
David Johansen IN STYLE
Lene Lovich STATELESS
Crystal Gayle MISS THE
MISSISSIPPI
Joe Peny Project LET THE MUSIC
DO THE TALKING

1983.

Orlando Fashion Square
Phone: 894-2544
Altamonte Mall
··831-2166

Price best selling albums and cassettes.

Elvis Costello GET HAPPY!
Mahavishnu Orchestra
THE BEST OF
Herbie Hancock MONSTER
Surf Punks MY BEACH
Various Artists GAEATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70'sr
Vol. I
Various Artists GAEATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70's,
Vol. II
Various Artists GAEATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70's,
Vol. Ill
Molly Hatchet BEATIN' THE ODDS
Various Artists THE COWBOYS
Psychedelic Furs THE
PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Garland Jeffreys ESCAPE ARTIST
Barry White & Glodean White
BARRY & GLODEAN
Dan Hill PARTIAL SURRENDER

Clip this coupon and
save on cassette care.
Sale ends May

Ni~e

.

Dukes of Hazzard THE DUKES OF
HAZZARD
Paul Davis THE BEST OF
Chicago IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW
Tyrone Davis GAEATEST HITS
Chi-Lites GREATEST HITS
Rita Ford MUSIC BOX HYMNAL
Moe Bandy SINGS THE SONGS ·
OF HANK WILLIAMS
Joe Stampley ENCORE
Tammy Wynette ENCORE
Johnny Paycheck ENCORE
George Jones ENCORE
Cherly McClain ENCORE
George Jones ai Tammy Wynette
ENCORE .
.
Moe Bandy ENCORE
Bobby Bare ENCORE
David Allen Coe ENCORE
Marty Robbins ENCORE
Lynn Anderson ENCORE
Johnny Cash ENCORE

SALE

4!!8
or LP
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The Stuntmen
Are the Heroes in

SUMMER, 1983

Loni Anderson as the
"World's Oldest Virgin" in

SCTV Attacks the
Big Screen in

•

features

letters

DENNIS QUAID & ONE
HUMUNGUSSHARKIN

A

JAWS 3-D
New Process Puts
That Shark in Your Lap

16

GOING BERSERK
SCTVs Trio Hits Hollywood
& Runs Amok

8

STROKER ACE
Burt Reynol.ds & Loni
Anderson Race Around

4

Dennis Quaid (left) hits the beach in Jaws
3-D, while Loni Anderson (right) -prepares
for the worst in Stroker Ace.

SMOKEY IS THE BANDTI:
(But the Stuntmen
Are the Heroes)

10

PREVIEWS
Crackers stars Donal.d Sutherland
& Sean Penn (6); Lonely Lady
stars Pia Zadora in Harol.d Robbins'
Hollywood t~le (15); Cross Creek,
directed by Martin Ritt, stars Mary
Steenburgen as author Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings (14); & Rumble
Fish, from S.E. Hintons novel, is
directed by Francis Coppola
and stars Matt Dillon (12).

Creek stars
MarySteenburgen and real
life husband Malcolm McDowell
(above) as writer
Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings and
her editor Maxwell Perkins;
John Candy and
friend (right) in
a desperate moment from Going
Berserk.

OUR COVER
Gary Meyer painted the toothy shark.
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fter reading Steven Barnes' splendid
preview of Eddie Macon~ Run in The
Movie Magazine, I am heartbroken that you
failed to mention the fact that the movie
was based on the best-selling novel written
by my husband, James McLendon, who
died of cancer last March 12, at the age of
40. The movie production was begun just
one month after his death. He knew that
John Schneider was to play Eddie , a
character fashioned after himself; however, he did not know about Kirk Douglas.
The novel, if you read it, is a story of our
family, so naturally I am prejudiced to its
merit. To see this novel made into a movie
was one of Jim's fondest dreams; how sad
it is that he won't be here with the three
children and me to see it on March 25.
The little boy in the film is patterned after
my son, Ian, and the girl in the novel (but
not the movie) is my oldest daughter
Stacey. Caitlin was a mere 2-year-old when
the novel was written and was not included
in this particular novel, but her father did
write a children's book titled Caity Kitty Kat
just for her before his death.
I particularly liked your assessment of
the chase scene in the downtown streets of
Laredo. I was with Jim when he did the
research for this part of the book and we
<;:ertainly got some stares when he was able
to convince the police officer that it was absolutely necessary for him to take us down
a one-way street at high speed so he couldwrite it exactly as it was. He was a perfec·
tionist in everything he did. When he was
researching Deathwork, he had himself
strapped in the electric chair for 2 hours in
order to get the feel, the smell, the total
Ann R. McLendon
picture.
Blowing Rock, NC

I

was very surprised to hear nothing of
John Cleese's classically hysterical series
Fawlty Towers in the article "Monty Python
Tells Us the Meaning of Life" (Volume 1,
No. 2). In my opinion, Fawlty Towers is one
of the greatest testimonies to Cleese's ability as a comedian and a comedy writer.
Monty Python is funny, too, but somehow
it doesn't have that blithe carelessness bordering on panic that Basil Fawlty had.
M iry K ester
Gainesville, FL

M

any thanks for Zan Stewart's informative and well-written article on
the talented Anthony Perkins and the upcoming movie, Psycho II, in which he will
be starrin.g. As an avid fan of the seemingly defunct thriller genre, I am eagerly
awaiting the sequel to Psycho - a true masterpiece in its own right. Because of the
talents involved in this new production, I
expect a suspenseful thriller of comparable
merit. The American public is in dire need
of a respite from the so-called "thrillers" of
today, which are actually (for the most
part) poorly acted, written, and directed
movies with virtually non-existent plots,
and enough blood and guts to repulse the
most tolerant movie-goer. I hope my expectations will be met because I am tired
of squandering my money on garbage.
Suzanne Schlosberg
Sherman Oaks, CA

Bwrr& Lo«tl
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Fast cars! Ablonde virgin! And agreat chicken suit!
BY ZAN STEWART

The good old boys on the NASCAR racing circuit such as Cale Yarborough and Richard Petty may joke about their sport in TV commercials, but when the call, "Gentlemen, Start Your Engines," is heard, the
laughs stop and it's business all the way to the checkered flag.
The team of Burt Reynolds, director/writer Hal Needham, co-writer
Hugh Wilson and producer Hank Moonjean have found the smell of
grease and gasoline and the roar of 500 h. p. engines a perfect subject
for parody. Stroker Ace, the sixth collaboration between five-time box
office leader Reynolds and director-stunt coordinator Needham, is a
light-hearted spoof of the behind-the-scenes shenanigans on the NASCAR (acronym for National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing) circuit. The film (based on the novel Stand on It) was shot on location at
many famous tracks, such as the Daytona International Speedway in
Florida and the Darlington Raceway in South Carolina, and features
such top drivers as Yarborough, Neil Bonnet, Benny Parsons and Harry
Gant in cameo roles.
Here's the story: Stroker Ace (Reynolds) is a leading driver. When he
loses his contract with one sponsor, he is quickly signed to another by
Clyde Torkle (Ned Beatty), a rotund fried chicken king. The consequences are horrendous. Accompanied by his sterling mechanic, Lugs
Qim Nabors), Ace hits the race track and the publicity trail, all in the
name of Torkle, who has dubbed Ace "The Fastest Chicken in the
South." Ace and Lugs spend most of the picture blazing around
bank~d ovals or trying to loosen the hold of Torkle's legal visegrips.
Bringing welcome female relief into this
male-dominated world of bolts and the
nuts who tighten them is Pembrook
Feeney, played with freshness and no small
amount of skill by Loni Anderson. Known
to TV audiences for her role as Jennifer,
the bright, sarcastic blonde on WKRP in
Cincinnati, Anderson here makes her featu re debut as Feeney, Clyde Torkle's naive,
girlish publicity director who eventually
lands in Ace's camp, and arms.
Immediately prior to the six-week location shoot on Stroker Ace, Anderson fin ished Country Gold, a made-for-TV film
where she played a country music
superstar. It's no surprise, then, that the
sequel to the character of Feeney wasn't
exactly a snap. "First of all," Anderson
comments, "it was a challenge because
Pembrook is the sweetest person who ever
lived. Imagine, the world's oldest living
The nation's Number One
young virgin, a virgin in her thirties. On
Box Office Attraction for
Country Gold, I played a very tough, knowthe fifth year in a row, Burt ing, worldly kind of woman and then I had
Reynolds (above) whirls
to slip right into this unknowing, sweet,
around a few racetracks in unworldly person. But I really enjoyed
Stroker Ace - when he's
her, her softness and her vulnerability. It's
not pursuing luscious Loni nice to think that there's somebody like
that around who's that sweet and unAnderson (above left).Jim
Nabors (below, far left)
touched."
plays Lugs, Reynolds' meDirector Needham was pleased with Anderson's portrayal. "It was a tlifficult part
chanic, and Ned Beatty
(see page 18) is the fried
for a woman as beautiful as she is, difficult
to play a virgin in her thirties," he said.
chicken king who forces
poor Burt into that chicken "She handled it very well. A tough assignment." As an afterthought, he added ,
suit. The action hits your
"focal theaters on July I.
"People might think of Loni, because of the
way she looks, as a typical ~ dumb blonde,'
but she's just the opposite, very intelligent."
Anderson has definite views on this subject. "I don't feel the 'dumb
(continued on page 18)
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Suzuki introduces one of the
most imP-ortant performance features
ever Offered on anew motorcycle:

Fast Money.

•

•

Get up to $300 back on a brand
new Suzuki.
When you buy one of our selected
'81 or '82 Suzukis between now and
May 31st, we'll throw in a most desirable new feature: Fast Money $75
to $300 worth of Fast Money, direct
from U.S. Suzuki. And that, by the
Dir" good ooly '" '""' ''""'"'"'

""'"d Slot"

way, is above and beyond the best deal
you make with your dealer.
In fact, you can even apply your
Fast Money rebate toward your purchase, making it that much easier to
get one of Suzuki's best street, touring,
off-road or competition motorcycles
(limited to stock on hand).

But don't wait forever. See your
Suzuki dealer and make your best
deal before May 31st, 1983. Otherwise, your Fast
Money will end
up as somebody
else's Fast Money

*

Tbe Sensation of Suzuki. suzu

KI
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CRACKERS
•

BY ERIC ESTRIN
Screenplays have been written for
stars before, and they've been
written for directors, but the upcoming Louis Malle film, Crackers,
is unusual in that it was written for
a section of town - San Francisco's Mi sion District.
"I knew San Francisco pretty
well because I'd been there a
number of times," says Malle, the
internationally acclaimed director
who rose to fame in his native
France with films like Murmur of
the Heart and Lacombe: Lucien, before winning popularity in this
country with the Oscar-nominated
Atlantic City. "When we were looking for the right place to shoot which we did even before writing
the script - we fell in love with
that district, which is sort of the
barrio of San Francisco.
"The basis of the population is
Latin American," Malle points out,
"but it's really a very mixed group
of people living there. There is a
warmth and a sort of communal
sense which is exceptional these
days in a city. We absolutely wrote
the script for that particular
neighborhood."
For Malle, Crachers represents a
chance to bring out into the open
the wry humor which can often be
found beneath the surface of his
work. A comedy caper film in the
tradition of the farcical commedia
del'arte, its story deals with a quintet of bumbling social misfits who
conspire to burglarize the safe of a
local pawnbroker, played by Jack
Warden (The Verdict, Heaven Can
Wait).
The pawnbroker Garvey, planning a trip to see his mother, has
the foresight to hire a lanky local
kid, Dillard, to set up an alarm
system in his shop. But Dillard
hooks up with a flashy black pimp
and a taciturn Latino in an attempt to blow the safe while Garvey's away. The three are given
direction when joined by an
unemployed contractor, Westlake,
played by Donald Sutherland, and
hi d relict pal, Turtle, played by
Wallace hawn (My Dinner with
Andre, Atlantic City).
Mall was first approached to
make the film by respected veteran producer Edward Lewis (Mising, partacus, Seven Day in May).
After year of trying Lewis had
finall gotten the right to remake
an Italian corned B ig Deal on
Madonna treet, and he wanted
Mall at the helm. "I told him no,"
Malle recall , "becau e I wa not
int r ted in remaking pictures."
But ft r thinking it o er the taint d director relented: "I called
him ba k and I aid 'Well, ma be
th re a wa to ju t u the origi6

nal movie as a springboard and do
something that would be relevant
to things that are happening in
America today," he says.
Lewis suggested some possible
screenwriters, including Jeffrey
Fiskin, whose Cutter~ Way had impressed Malle. So Malle and Fiskin
began a three-month collaboration
- first scouting the Mission District for locations, then writing the
script.
The flavor of the area comes
through strongly on screen from the large, colorful murals
that adorn walls and fences, to the
picturesque hillsides and Victorian
buildings, to the area's traditional
"low-rider" activity when streets are
jammed with flashy cars boasting
modified shock absorbers and
blaring sound systems. The action
was photographed by Laszlo
Kovacs, whose work includes the
pioneering Five Easy Pieces; New
Yorh, New Yorh; and Paper Moon, for
which he received an Oscar nomination.
Co-producing with Lewis is
Robert Cortes in . his film making
debut.
They rounded out Westlake's gang
with Sean Penn, the stoned-out
surfer from Fast Times at Ridgemont
High and the juvenile delinquent
in Bad Boys, as Dillard; Trinidad
Silva (The jerk and television's Hill
Street Blues) as Ramon, the ~n
communicative Latino; and film
newcomer Larry Reilly as the
pimp.
"In a way," Malle says, "each
character represents a stereotype,
but within each type you have all
the po ible variations. I'll give you
an example: the character of a
black pimp has been done many
times before, but if you give this
black pimp a five-month-old child
that he' carrying around all the
THE

MOVIE

In Crackers, described
by director Louis Malle
(above, with Sean Penn) as
"a comedy about unemployment," casting was crucial;
"we were looking for the
right chemistry." Crackers
stars Donald Sutherland
(near left) and Wallace
Shawn (jar left), as well as
Jack Warden and comedian
Irwin Corey. The film opens
in October.

way through the story, then he's
not a stereotype any more. So,
they stop being conventional after
five minutes of film."
This will be Malle's fourth
American film, and all except the
highly unusual My Dinner with
Andre have dealt with an underclass of characters and a society in
a state of flux. First, there was
Pretty Baby, focusing on a house of
prostitution in old New Orleans.
Then came Atlantic City, concerning an aging gangster forced to
cope with change. And now, after
Andre (which was photographed
almost entirely in a restaurant),
comes Crackers.
"There's something I find very
interesting in this country, especially compared to Europe, where
people seem to be settled for life,"
Malle explains. "It's the fluidity of
American society, and the fact that
people are sort of drifting a lot.
"In this case, you have a motley
group of people from all kinds of
backgrounds," he says, "and they
MAGAZI

E

couldn't be more different. They
come from the absolute extremes
of American society. So in a sense,
it's sort of the basic instability of
the social structure here - people
on their way up, people on their
way down, people moving around
constantly. That's something that,
as a European, I find fascinating."
Malle says his move to New York
in 1976 was exactly what h e
needed to revitalize his work. 'Tm
just very attentive and curious
about things happening in
America today," he says. "I think
I'm getting to know this country
pretty well from inside, but at the
same time, I sti ll think of myself as
some kind of stranger. So I have
this slightly different point of view
of America. If I keep that difference, I think maybe it makes my
work a little more interesting that
way. I don't think it would be very
interesting to me to become just
another American director."
At this point, there seems to be
little chance of that.
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SCTV Attacks the Big Scree
BY DAVIN SEAY
"I think what we're trying to do is take the
best of what we know about comedy what we all grew up with - and bring it to
bear on the Eighties. That really covers a
lot of ground, when you consider how diverse our interests and backgrounds really
are. It's everything from Woody Allen to
the Three Stooges ... Bob Newhart to Bob
Hope."
Joe Flaherty i trying his best to make
ome sen e out of a patently nonsensical,
abundantly ab urd and consistently inspired approach to the fine art of making
people laugh. An approach that has taken
a harp turn to hysteria in the new film,
Going Ber erk. If he's a little reluctant to
ubject the ecret of comedy to too fine a
rutiny, it's certain ly understandable. Anything that work as well as Flaherty and

friends' weekly television series SCTV
called, since its debut in 1976, everything
from "the funniest, sharpest television
program in the world," to "the fastest,
smartest 90 minutes on TV" - should not
be examined too closely. There's a delicate
balance here, a chemistry and kinetic
energy that has to be left alone to flourish
and grow. If Flaherty knows why hilarityhungry oddballs-in-arms everywhere have
made Second City TVs Network 90 a wordof-mouth video phenomenon, he's not telling, opting instead for some vague suggestions as to what it's not.
"It's not really satire," he allows, "because it's just too easy to sit back and take
pot shots. And I don't think it's strictly
parody either. What we try to do is create
something new ... to be funny in an orig-

inal context. That's harder to do, but when
it works there's the satisfaction of knowing
you've made the rules. And broken them."
Making and breaking rules of comedy
has become sort of a free-wheeling obsession for the alumni of the venerable Second City Comedy Troupe, which was first
put on its feet in Chicago in the early
Sixties (with a branch in Toronto added
later) and has since produced a bumper
crop of zanies and whackos from Dan Aykroyd and Gilda Radner to David Steinberg
and current SCTV stalwarts John Candy,
Eugene Levy and Joe Flaherty. Indeed, an
inordinate number of Second City grads
(Mort Sahl, Mike Nichols & Elaine May,
etc.) have gone on to attain dizzying success, in the process defining for a whole
new audience a completely contemporary
kind of humor - fresh, informed and inventive.
It's only natural that, as Second City had
made its transition from the stand-up
comedy stage to the TV screen, the next
inevitable step would be film. "We' re always putting together scripts, trying out
different writing teams," explains Flaherty
from his dressing room in the Toronto
television studio where the current SCTV
cycle is being taped. "After SC.TV started
getting some attention, Universal came to
us and offered the chance to do a movie.

John Candy stalks a banana, among other
things (top), while veteran actor Pat Hingle
(left - the one without a wig) is surrounded
by some memorable faces in this bizarre
comedy which opens August 12th.
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John and I sat down and came up with a
our own material, we know that we're detreatment for Going B erserk. We were try- pending on the performing skills of the
ing to come up with a vehicle to make the
other members to pu ll off our conception .
best use of the available talent."
I think ensemble comedy is rapidly becomThe available talent, in thi case, in- ing a lost art and we tried hard to revive it
cluded some names already acknowledged
in this movie as well."
as some of the brightest minds working in
According to the rampant on-set rumors
comedy today. Along with John Candy, Joe
that began circu lating soon after Going BerFlaherty and Eugene Levy is SCTV staff serk began shooting, the cast was not so
writer Dana Olsen still aglow from a 1982
much concerned with reviving as surviving.
Emmy award for Outstanding Writing for a
Candy, for example, performed most of
Variety Show. Canadian producers Pierre
hi own stunts. The rotund comic David and Claude Heroux next landed
known to millions by his SCTV alter-egos
comedian/writer/director David Steinberg Johnny LaRue and Dr. Tongue - was alto cowrite and direct the film. Steinberg was
ternately hung from his ankles out an ofa particularly apt choice for the job, having
fice window, made to swim through a
backlot swamp, tied by the feet and hoisted
worked with both Candy and Flaherty on
The David Steinberg Show, which aired in
upside down over a nightclub stage and
Canada in 1974-75.
pummelled by sixty crazed matron in a
male strip joint.
"Everyone wants to direct," asserts
Steinberg from the studio bungalow where
Which should give one a pretty good
idea of the tenor and tone of Going Berserk.
he is bu yon the final edit of Going B erserk.
"I'm no different from anyone else, but I'm "What we tried to do, I guess, was create
not that intere ted in making personal
caricature," says Flaherty, still trying
fi lms. I'm after light comedies in which the
gamely to explain the inexplicable. "We
director d isappears and only the movie is
created a picture that was instantly recognizable and then twisted and exaggerated
present, so you don't see the director's
it."
hand everywhere. But what I really like is
If advance word concerning the alleged
collaborating with people."
plot of Going Berserk is any indication, then
Collaboration is something of a hal lmark
Flaherty's comments have the ring of clasfor the SCTV family. "We really are an ensic understatement. As best as anyone has
semble company," remarks Flaherty, "in
the old-fashioned sense of the word. Even
been able to make out, the film revolves
around a limousine driver and part time
though on the TV show we mostly write
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nightclub drummer (played by Candy). Betrothed to a congressman's daughter (Alley
Mills) he is kidnapped, on the eve of his
wedding, by a religious aerobics cult and
brainwashed into assassinating his future
father- in-law. Their motive is by no means
clear, nor are subsequent scenes involving
Dolly Parton and Elvis impersonators , a
Father Knows Best spoof (featuring the origina l "Princess," El inor Donahue, with
Flaherty as Robert Young and Candy as a
transplanted. Theodore "Beaver"
Cleaver), a left field tribute to
Blue Lagoon and the involvement
of a sleazoid Hollywood producer
named Sa l DiPasquale, played by
Eugene Levy (aka SCTV's Bobby Bittman, Sid Dithers and Saul Schmengie).
In short, Going Berserk echoes the same
kind of non-linear surrealism that has
made SCTV the ultimate late-night insider's joke. The addition of some brilliant
comic supporting actors adds to the prevailing sense of barely contained chaos.
Paul Dooley (another Second City grad)
plays Candy 's shrink, Dr. Ted, whi le
Richard Libertini sets the cause of religious tolerance back a century with his portrayal of cult messiah Rev. Sun Yi. Murphy
Dunne, Bill Saluga and Ron House, veterans of hundreds of choice minor roles,
all seem completely at home in the skewered world of Going Berserk.
'We learned a lot about the potential of
comedy doing this film," remarks Flaherty,
the ghosts of his SCTV character Count
Floyd and Guy Cabellero echoing in his
voice. "Most importantly, I think, was that

Father Chokes Best: Be-cardiganed]oe
Flaherty teaches John Candy, playing a misplaced Theodore (Beaver) Cleaver, not to
make unscheduled guest appearances.

you have to be true to yo ur own instincts
... that internal sense that tells you what
works ... what's funny. SCTV has always
taken those kinds of risks and it's especially
gratifying to see the way people have responded. The best comedy isn't really anchored to anything ... not politics or ociety or one-liners. It ju t floats around on
its own, a world unto itself. In Going Berserk we just tried to push that proce a little further, make that world a little more
real. It was left up to us and we figured,
'why stop now?'"
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A couple of years ago, the films
Smokey and the Bandit and Smokey
and the Bandit II brought glory to

the dashing men, charming
women, fast cars, and good times
of Southern legend. Now there's a
new chapter in the saga - Smokey
Is the Bandit Part III, which has
something to do with a coveted
prize fish, an epic car chase, and a
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. And, since nothing succeed
like uccess, the new film will once
again bring glory to the dashing
m n, charming women, fast cars,
and good time of Southe.rn
legend . But the creators of Smokey
Is the Bandit Part III, realized that
making a equel would also require a few dashes of inspiration.
So for tarters, Jackie Gleason will
not merely re-create hi starring
role of Sheriff Buford T. Justice,
which he also played in the two
earlier Smokey pictures. Just to
make things intere ting, Gleason
will also appear as Buford T.'s
ar h-rival, the Bandit (formerly
pla ed b Burt Reynold ) hen e, th light variation of the
mo ie' familiar title .
Now, getting Jackie Clea on to
pla two different starring roles
wa quite a tunt but it wa hardly
the on! tunt a oci ted with the
10

characteristically self-effacing remarks, severa l not-so-obscure
crack-ups and car chases have
members of the acting company
were willing to place themselves in
been hallmarks of the Smokey
stunt men's shoes for a moment.
series. As the latest episode neared
completion in Florida last De- Leading the list of actors who got
cember, some of the crack profes- in on the action was T ckie
sionals who engineered and exe- Gleason himself. In one :,cene,
cuted all those daring stunts of- Gleason strolled into a bar called
fered a rare inside look at how
the Gator Kicks with costar Colleen Camp, who appears as the
they're done.
· As in every motion picture or Bandit's heartthrob, Dusty Trails.
television program, it was the duty This watering hole is as infested
'of the stunt people to stand in for with bad ol' boys as a swamp is
cast members Gleason, Co ll een with 'gators, and one of the locals
Camp, Paul Williams, Pat McCor- takes it upon himself to accost the
mick and Mike Henry during po- Bandit's companion. Before you
tentially hazardous moments of can say "Ten-four," the bar has
the shooting. In much of the film
erupted into a glorious brawl.
the audience will actually be see- During the shooting of the scene,
ing the work of stunt men named
Gleason did his own stunts, which
Dave Cass, Rick Seaman, Orwin included dispatching several of the
Harvey and Everett Creach, to ·tavern's patrons to the floor, over
name a few. While these aren't the bar, and out the window, just
exactly what you'd call household
for good measure. Did the Great
names, the stunt men seem not to One consider himself burdened by
mind thier anonymity. "A stunt these pugilistic duties? "In fact,"
man's ecurity lies in his obscurity," says Cass, "he seemed to enjoy it."
ays Dave Cass, who served as
Colleen Camp also volunteered
stunt coordinator and second unit to put herself in a tight spot or
director on Smokey Is the Bandit two. "The unknown is always
Part III. "There's no glory in doing
somewhat frightening," says the
tunts. You're not an artist, you're actress, but fear of the unknown
a mechanic," Cass adds.
didn't prevent her from sitting in
the seat of a Trans Am that
Despite the veteran stunt man's
filming of Smokey Is the Bandit Part
III. Since the beginning, collisions,
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was scooting underneath an
eighteen-wheel semi-truck. "I rode
under it, and I'll tell you, it's claustrophobic," says stunt coordinator
Cass, in one of the understatements of the year. "If that
truck had bounced three inches,
there could have been problems."
Camp admits that she was apprehensive about the stunt at first,
but got over it after she went
through the motions once or twice
beforehand. In another chase sequence, Camp had to take over
the wheel of the car herself and
steer. The only complication was
that she had to reach over from
the passenger side to do it, because
"the Bandit" was busy trying to
lasso a fish from the top of the
Sheriff's Bonneville.
Smokey Is the Bandit Part III had
to aim for the record books to
keep up with the first two films in
the series. And the new film depends partly on the ingenuity of
the stunt men, because as Colleen
Camp notes, "It's the stunts and
the action that make the Smokey
pictures exciting." As they devised
the stunts, says Cass, a first general
principle they tried to keep in
mind was "to give the audience
something it won't see on TV" For
some stunts, Cass need have no
worries about anything like them
appearing on prime-time network
television. At the end of an intricately choreographed chase sequence, a character is thrown out
of a motorboat, then vaults over

the water to the shore, where he
lands in the midst of a nudist
camp, surrounded by a group of
surprised women.
While motorboats, fish, and
even people got a workout during
the filming of Smokey Is the Bandit
Part III, a species of four-wheeled
metal creatures bore the brunt of
the stunt men's creativity. If they
can refrain from hiding their eyes,
audiences will witness cars coming

into contact with almost every conceivable obstacle. Sometimes, the
cars even miss. Dave Cass promises
modestly that toward the end of
the film, "We go through World
War Three." In the penultimate
conflagration, he says, "a big,
mammahoodoo explosion" almost
demolishes one of the cars in the
chase, "and they don't even slow
down."
After such
moments of

Jackie Gleason in a
Patton-esque pose; this
scene may look tranquil, but shortly after
Gleason/Patton finishes
his speech, a car hauling
a trailer bursts through
the flag. "Action-wise driving, jumping, crashing cars - there's more
than any other motion
picture that I've worked
on in twenty years," says
Smokey stunt coordinator Dave Cass.
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motorized mayhem are first suggested, they may go through several changes between the drawing
board and the screen. One day it
fell to ace stunt driver Rick Seaman to drive a car across the road.
Simple enough, it seems, but there
was a catch: there happened to be
a truck in the way. What you see in
the movie theater is actually a
slight variation on the stunt originally planned . At first, Seaman
was going to hurtle the car
through an oil tanker, but producer Mort Engleberg understandably felt that such a stunt
might be a wee bit too violent,
even for a rambunctious film like
Smokey Is the Bandit Part III. The
idea seemed too good to abandon
completely, though, so a small admustment was made. Rather than
drive through a tanker, Seaman
sent the car flying through a truck
whose center had been removed,
and replaced with a 2500-gallon
container of milk.
To everyone's relief, these stunts
went off with nary a hitch. But it
doesn't work out that way on every
motion picture. Stunts are frequently shot several times before a
take can be printed. Stunts for
Smokey ls the Bandit Part III had to
be shot on a fairly tight schedule,
,and because there were so many
of them, the necessity of a great
deal of reshooting could have
hampered filming considerably. Of
course, if you've been in the business for fifteen or twenty years,
MAGAZINE

like Seaman and Cass, you know a
thing or two about getting it done
right the first time.
When they see themselves up on
screen, it's highly doubtful that
these stunt men will give a second
thought to the theoretical danger
they faced while making Smokey Is
the Bandit Part III. "Some stunts,
even though they're big, are just
basic variations of bread-and butter stunts," says Seaman. As
Dave Cass puts it, "You do a stunt,
and when you see it on the screen,
you say, 'My gosh, it doesn't look
like it felt.'" Cass recalls filming a
movie in which he had to fall out
of a helicopter ten times over a
two-day period. Even this failed to
impress the stunt man: "I saw it on
film and it didn't look like anything," he says. Without knowing
it, Cass may have touched upon an
unwritten trade secret: stunt men
are supposed to make it look easy.
But perhaps the best illustration
of the nonchalance of Smokey 's
stunt men is the way they often
decided who would do what stunt.
And exactly what method do you
suppose these men employed to
choose which of them would have
to undertake the next crunching
crash, the next fl ying leap? Exactly
what you'd expect - the old reliable coin toss . Opens July 29 in
selected cities.
BY PAUL ROSTA
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BY R. SUE SMITH

Whil Lhe titl refer to a vari ty
f iames fighting fi h
fierce
Lh aLLhe 'II battle t the death with

If so, they'll be thinking about
the coming of age of teenager
Ru ty-J ame . With a derelict
father (played by Dennis Hopper,
best known a Peter Fbnda s Easy
R ider idekick) and a long-fled
mother, Rusty live in the shadow
of his lege ndar y brother. Motorcybeen a great
cl e Bo y h a
gangleader and street philosopher
who has turned away from hi old
neighborhood and failed to find
another throne.
The action begin s when Ru tyJ ame enter into a gang fight that
threatens hi s re lationship with
girlfriend Patty (Diane Lane, al o
een in The Outsiders) and results in
two injurie : Rusty is knifed by
rival ga ngleader· B.iff (Glenn Withrow, another Outsiders alum) and
Biff, in turn, i nearl y killed when
Motorcycle Boy interferes with a
two-wheeled weapon.
T he rumble is followed by
Ru ty-J a me ' near-mis on a theft

charge and an eerie prediction by
the aptly-named Cassandra (Diana
Scarwid, Oscar-nominee for her
work on Inside Moves) who loves
and fears for Motorcycle Boy.
After a wild party organized
by buddy Smokey (Nicolas Cage ,
whose Fast Times at Ridgemont High
performance shows this wasn't
nepotistic casting by Uncle Francis), Rusty is expelled from school.
Patty abandons him, and after a
surprise attack by thugs on "the
strip," Rusty has an out-of-body
experience portending his own
death.
Rusty seeks out Motorcycle Boy
with rumors of a police watch, and
finds him captivated by fish in a
pet store aquarium. The store is
vandalized, the police pursue, and
it's blood on the tracks when the
high-speed chase leads to the local
river - and a final shooting.
Author Hinton calls the Motorcycle Boy the most complex
character she's created in her four
best-selling teen novels.
His ·relationship with RustyJames Is the conflict upon which
R umble Fish rests. Coppola sees
that conflict as having a political
overtone , one in which Rust y] ames stands for the masses of today's youth.
"I see Rusty-James as being that
kind of youth," he says. "Someone
with no room to grow. All that
beautiful stuff he has is trapped.
He is living for false idols , and
needs to get the message that it is
he who will survive, not the
Motorcycle Boy. He has to realize
that he, not his brother, is the one
who is blessed."
Will Rusty-James get the message? Better still, will the audience? Susie Hinton's understanding of the story is that of an intense psychological characterization.
"It's about over-identifying with
something which you can never
understand, which is what Rusty] am es is doing. The Motorcycle

tar Matt Dillon (right, and far
right with Diana Scarwid) is
Rust James who must emerge from
the shadow of his older brother
Motorcycle Boy (played by Mickey
Rourke above).
12
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Boy can't identify with anything.
He is something other than what
his neighborhood thinks, but he
can't find anything he wants to be
or do.
"The Motorcycle Boy's flaw is
his inability to compromise, and
that's why I made him color blind .
He interprets life in black and
white, and he has the ability to
walk off and leave anything, which
is ultimately what destroys him."
Motorcycle Boy is "like a character out of Tennessee William or
Carson McCullers," Coppola says,
"a kind of rat who can t find his
way out."
If response to the film is anything like the letters Susie Hinton
gets from fans of her book, Rumble
Fish will get a strong push from
the younger, punk-oriented audience as well as from mainstream
types.
"Everytime I get a letter from a
kid who says that R umble Fish is his
favorite book ," she says, " he 's
usually in the reformatory. I write
about kids who don't fit into the
mold ; I wouldn't make them up .
But the book's readers don't identify with the Motorcycle Boy; they
identify with Rusty-James."
A black and white mentality is reflected in the film, which only occasionally uses color. The sooty, seething, city-street feel of the movie is
the work of production designer
Dean Tavoularis (who has designed
all of Coppola's films since The
Godfather), cinematographer Steven
H. Burum and costume designer
Marge Bowers. Burum and Bowers repeated Outsiders services for
the Tulsa location shoot. Coppola
composed his own music for the
film, performed by famed barroom
and bowery balladeer Tom Waits.
Coppola calls Rumble Fish a film
"without restraint, beyond the pale
of all limitations," in which style,
structure and music are inextricably
linked. Opens in October.
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The music event of the eighties continues. • •
The 1983 'US' Festival Returns to Glen Helen Regional Park, San Bernardino, California
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BY BYRON LAURSEN

burgen 's character, won the
Pulitzer Prize. She also left a secure, though unsatisfying, life up
North to stand on her own feet as
a writer in the poor hinterlands
of Florida.
Working doggedly in orange
groves, adapting, never losing the

need to express herself, Rawlings Heartland and long considered an
got inside the life of Cross Creek, "actor's actor," plays the irascible
Trust Martin Ritt to relish the
her new home. When she came to neighbor who became a major
story of a strong woman. Exunderstand the tempo and the character in The Yearling. Gregory
Flying Nun Sally Field won a
concerns of life there, she was able Peck played the part in a 1946
1979 Best Actress Oscar for her
to build into literature the people
film based on Rawlings' novel.
Ritt-directed performance as a
she had found.
Peter Coyote, the key-jangling
Rip Torn, recent~y the star of scientist-sleuth of E.T., is a local
factory-working poor Southern
woman who - in the process of
hotelkeeper who befriends and
becoming a grass-roots labor The primeval backwoods of 1920's Florida is the backdrop for the true story eventually marries Rawlings.
leader - discovers her own of The Yearling author Matjorie Kinnan Rawlings (Mary Steenburgen,
Martin Ritt, now sixty-two,
backbone. Patricia Neal got the below). Producer Robert Radnitz and director Martin Ritt (inset; Ritt
started in show business as an acsame award for her gutsy charac- in front) worked together once before, in the acclaimed Sounder.
tor. That's probable cause for the
terization in Ritt's 1963 mastermany highl y regarded perforpiece, Hud, a sort of Paradise Lost
mances he has drawn from players
set in Texas. Melvyn Douglas also
in his films. On Broadway he
won Best Supporting Actor and
played in Golden Boy. In 1944, at
Paul Newman contended strongly
age twenty-four, he broke into
for Best Actor in the same film.
Hollywood via the late master diIn fact, Ritt has always sperector George Cukor's Winged Viccialized in stories about people
tory. After World War II Ritt
discovering their own strength.
taught at an actor's studio and
His twenty-seven-year career in
both played in and directed TY
feature film direction has included
dramas. His taste has always been
The Molly Maguires, about union
for naturalistic acting, particularly
organizers; The Great White Hope,
evidenced in the films he's done
about black boxing champ Jctck
with Paul Newman. In Cross Creek,
Johnson, a precursor of MuhamMary Steenburgen draws on a
med Ali; Sounder, about a family of
large reservoir of personal expeblack sharecroppers in the Thirrience. Her own upbringing was
ties; and The Front, about writers
in a rural part of Arkansas.
who fought McCarthy-era blackCross Creek, adapted from Rawllisting.
ing's eponymous autobiography, is
This time, Ritt is telling the
also an example of yet another
story of Marjorie Kinnan RawlRitt characteristic. He loves to
ings, remarkable author of The
adapt from literature. Faulkner's
Yearling. His star is a woman whose
short stories were the basis of The
trophy shelf already holds one of
Long Hot Summer, a 1958 film with
tho e prized Academy statuettes.
Newman, Orson Welles, Joanne
Mary Steenburgen, who Oscared
Woodward, Angela Lansbury and
in Melvin and Howard (1980), stars
Lee Remick. The Sound and the
in Ritt's newest film, Cross Creek,
Fury, released the following year,
opening in October: Strength is a
also came from the great Missismajor theme. Rawlings, Steensippi writer. Hemingway's Adventures
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says. The bottom line for casting
Zadora was that she was a perfect
choice for the role. "I don't cast
people to fit the press release, I
cast people to fit the part. If you
aren't going to do that, you are
going to be in a lot of trouble."
BY BILL BRAUNSTEIN
If there is one person who can
take credit for some of Zadora's
Actress Pia Zadora explains it this
on-screen maturity, it is director
way : "It's the story of a young
Peter Sasdy. A native Hungarian
woman's struggle to be taken seriwho was schooled in Vienna and
ously in Hollywood." No, she's not
later moved to England, Sasdy
talking about herself; the someworked very closely with Zadora.
times controversial actress is de"For two weeks we just sat and
scribing the tribulations of J eriLee
talked for three or four hours a
Randall, the character she por-.
day without rehearsing a scene,"
trays in Harold Robbins' bestSasdy recalls . "We went into
seller-turned-movie, The Lonely
J eriLee's taste in clothes, food,
Lady.
drink, sports ... the books she
The film (adapted to screen by
reads . . . the television programs
John Kershaw and Shawn Ranshe watches . .. what makes her
dall), scheduled to open Seplaugh and cry ... what scares her
tember 30, is only Zadora's second.
. .. the way she holds a spoon or
She costars with some respected
moves when someone speaks softly
actors - names like Lloyd Bochto her. Eventually we had a biogner, Jared Martin and Bibi Besch
raphy of a character, at every stage
- but it is really Zadora's movie.
of her life, on which Pia could
She is on the screen in virtually Pia Zadora as 17-year-old J eriLee
draw."
every scene, starting out as a high Randall in Harold Robbins' tale of
Although Zadora would like to
eventually do a comedy role, she
school senior with aspirations of a young writer's miseries and
becoming a screenwriter, and then
triumphs in Hollywood.
looks at her portrayal of J eriLee
Randall as her greatest challenge
struggling through ten years of
trying to make it in the film indus- Zadora is that her acting career to date. "I like to portray women
stretches back some 20 years to with a great deal of strength, and
try.
of a Young Man was, of course,
Along the bumpy road to suc- when she was seven years old, and this woman had it," she says. "Plus
based on the partially autobiographical cycle of Nick Adams
cess J eriLee experiences love, spans the Broadway stage, a night the film is a statement on
heartaches and all the harsh club act of song and dance, plus a feminism . It makes a statement for
stories by Hemingway. The Spy
women."
Who Came in from the Cold, which
realities of life in a town where highly successful recording career.
But The Lonely Lady's producer
Producer Weston asked Harold
featured a masterful 1965 per- people will do anything for fame,
Robert Weston, who has brought Robbins what he thought of the
money and power.
formance by Richard Burton, was
movie when it was screened for
adapted from British novelist John
The story of a woman struggl- other Robbins' novels like The Betsy
LeCarre, whose works also fueled
ing to achieve respect in Holly- to the screen, takes the contro- him. Said Weston: "Harold said
the recent excellent PBS series, wood is one that is close to Zad- versy that seems to follow Zadora that of all the books of his that
have been made into films, this
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy and Smiley's
ora's own. After all, when Zadora in stride. "Look, can you name any
film best captures the spirit of the
person who has had such a rapid
People.
burst on the scene two years ago book."
in the movie Butterfly - seemingly rise that wasn't controversial?" he
Producer Robert Radnitz has
worked successfully with Ritt be- from nowhere, she was immediately the victim of a barrage
fore - the 1972 triumph (big box
office and four Oscar nomina- of negative publicity. For one thing
there was the film : Butterfly was a
tions) Sounder. Several studios
turned down independent pro- screen adaption of James M.
ducer Radnitz's project on Mar- Cain's vivid tale of a seemingly inhe Movie Magazine's colorful pix and
cestuous relationship between a
jorie Kinnan Rawlings, even
pithy news of Hollywood 's latest (and
father and daughter. There was
though the script (by Dalene
future) flicks are now available
Zadora's millionaire husband who
Young) was excellent and the story
through the magic of ... subscriptions !
quite stirring. But when Ritt be- helped to finance the film, giving
rise to a chorus that Zadora didn't
came available to direct, doors
A real bargain, too - a mere $3.00 for three
began tq open. "He is, I believe, "pay her dues." And then there was
issues. Whoop-de-do.
Zadora's winning the Hollywood
the finest actor's director we have
Foreign Press award for best new
today," Radnitz says.
We have thoughtfully provided a subscripactress amid cries of improprieties.
As they had in Sounder, Ritt and
tion blank (we think of everything).
Zadora, like her screen counterRadnitz took the costly course of
part J eriLee Randall, has been
shooting in the homeland of the
story. "Environment is almost an- forced to fight for acceptance.
,Send me ___ subscriptions at $3.00 each. I enclose
"It's true in a way," she says, "the
other character within the piece,"
•check or money order in the amount of $- - -- film could be related to me in that
says Radnitz. Particularly in Cross
sense. This character is strugglng
Creek, where a sense of place turns
rune
to be taken seriously. For me,
out to be the missing link in
though, it's a little different beSteenburgen/Rawlings' writing
Street Address
career. "Place and how it influ- cause I'm married to a rich man . I
have everything in the world and
ences people has always played a
Zip Code
City
State
don't have to work for a living so
very important part in all of my
Mail this blank and your check or
people say, 'Why do you bother to
films . People are very, very influmoney order to The Movie Magazine
work?' or they say that acting is
enced by their surroundings," says
Subscriptions, 1680 North Vine, Suite 900,
Radnitz. "Obviously, Marjorie was. just a game for me . So it is a
struggle to be taken seriously."
It became the warp and woof of
Hollywood, CA 90028.
What people don't realize about
her writing."
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DENNIS QUAID TACKLES
THE NASTIEST SHARK YET IN
BY DEBBIE MARKLEY

or Dennis Quaid, Breaking Away Mike Brody, the now-grown son of Roy
was indeed the turning point its Scheider's heroic character who killed the
title suggests. Since playing a sharks in jaws and jaws 2 .
Why do a sequel of a sequel? "It's a
macho Indiana teenager in that
1979 sleeper hit, Quaid has commercial film with a good script and
been busy rollerskating from one film role characters. The 3-D effects are state-ofto another. This year, the 28-year-old actor the-art and, of course, the shark is bigger,"
will be headlining in not one but four he adds, laughing. Another plus to the film
are co-stars Bess Armstrong and
major motion pictures.
On a sunny . day in a fashionable old Academy-nominated Louis Gossett, Jr.
Quaid adds that about a third of the
neighborhood of Los Angeles, Quaid takes
a break from the filming of his latest en- movie takes place underwater, which bedeavor, Dreamscape, a science-fiction came rather tiring to the actors. "You're
thriller. Dressed casually in jeans and a cot- just sitting underwater, breathing air and
ton shirt, Quaid's laid-back demeanor be- watching your bubbles float up," he says.
lies the underlying intensity he devotes to "We were sometimes in the water as long as
eight hours - and it was winter so the
his roles.
Not likely to be typecast, Quaid switches Florida water was cold! But sometimes dolcharacters as fast as a chameleon changes phiqs wou ld come visit and let us hang on
colors. Most recently, he has played a for rides. That was fun!"
jaws 3-D is a totally new story, and not a
musician-turned-boxer in Tough Enough, a
marine engineer who chases THE shark in continuation of jaws or jaws 2, according
jaws 3-D, and astronaut Gordon Cooper in to producer Rupert Hitzig. "The only resemblance to the other two films , is
The Right Stuff.
"Being an actor, I have an excuse to get that jaws 3-D incorporates
into different areas," Quaid says. "I the same tested villain,
learned to scuba dive for jaws 3-D, learned the shark,'' says Hitto fly for The R ight Stuff, and to ride horses zig . "On its own,
for a western called The Long Riders. It's it's compositionalalmost carte blanche to explore the world ly pleasing, and
the 3-D effects
and become a sort of jack-of-all-trades.
"For The R ight Stuff, I got to go to
NASA, which was great because
I had always wanted to be an
astronaut as a kid," he
says. Leaning back in
his chair, he suddenly
grins mischievously.
"You know, another
thing that I love are
doors that say 'Authorized Personnel Only."'
The
movie
may hold some
urprises for a
lot of Americans
on the astronauts'
true lives. "Life
magazine had pictured these guys as
church-going family
men who went to bed at
9 o'clock. But these guys
were air fqrce 'fighter jocks,'
and they lived life very intensely.
Life didn't portray them that way because they didn't think that's what America
wanted to see. I mean , America was still
watching stuff like The Donna Reed Show
then," says Quaid.
With his customary thoroughness, Quaid
took flying le ons during the filming of
The Right Stuff to help him bring authenticity and "a pilot' attitude" to the role.
He became so enamored with flying that
h continued the le son until he had
earned hi pilot' licen e.
Quaid al o became quite proficient at
underwater p rt for hisjaw 3-D role as
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add a new dimension to photographic reality."
The Alan Landsburg production faced
multiple · problems during filming. The
3-D system was extremely advanced
technologically, the film company had to
build an underwater facility, and most of
the cast had to learn to dive, with the exception of Louis Gossett, Jr., who was experienced in the sport from his past role in
The Deep.
Director Joe Alves encouraged the cast
to perform their own stunts. "A lot of
communication is achieved through body
language to show fear, humor, anger, and
all the other emotions," explains ·Hitzig.
"We wanted actors underwater. Dennis was
able to master a rather difficult task - ·that
of changing from a diving mask to a welding mask under 24 feet of water. It's a very
claustrophobic situation and I don't think I
could do it very well," Hitzig says.
Co-star Bess Armstrong learned to ride
the back of a whale and train dolphins for
her role ; Lea Thompson learned to waterski with professional skiers and even become part of their pyramid formatio~s.
The screenplay, written by Richard
Matheson and Carl Gottlieb (based on the
story by Guerdon Trueblood), centers
around a Great White shark that is trapped
in a lagoon at Sea World after one of
the park's sea gates is closed. Unable to escape, the shark creates havoc among
man-made acrylic tunnels that are a main
attraction at the park. Forty people are
trapped inside the tunnels at the outset of
the adventure.
Quaid and Armstrong, the hero and
heroine, are able to trap and then attack
this Great White threat to the underwater
kingdom.
Even though Quaid had decided to be
an actor while attending the University of
Houston, he held a variety of jobs before
moving from his native Houston to California. "I was a waiter, a construction
worker, a carpenter, a clown in an amusement park (Astroworld, in Houston), a
Fuller Brush salesman, an encyclopedia
salesman . . . but I couldn't handle that one
- 'hello, can I come into your home and
screw you out of $500?'" Quaid says.
"When I was fifteen, I had a comedy act
at a nightclub in Houston. I did my own
material and impressions of LBJ, _Nixon
and W.C. Fields. I even played a strip joint
once until my mother found out," Quaid
admits. "It was my first time to see a strip
show and I remember a girl took off her
clothes to 'The Theme from Romeo and
Juliet.' A real classy place," he says.
"But when I came out here I decided
that was it. I wasn't going to do anything
but acting. So, I sent my pictures to every
agent and got turned down by absolutely
everybody," he says. He was finally cast in
·
(continued on page 18)

Dennis Quaid Jl.anked by the Famous Fineerie indicator of many sharp teeth below
the water.

3-D Under WaterA Shark in Your Lap
BY JIM SEALE
Hollywood 3-D movies of the past offered
"A lion in your lap, a girl in your arms," but.
this July jaws 3-D will trump that by putting its audience into the choppers of a
Great White shark.
jaws 3-D comes on the heels of a new
Third-Dementia boom led by Comin' At Ya!
a few years back, but the former's
producer, Rupert Hitzig, says refinements
in the process have eliminated many of the
traditional 3-D drawbacks. Those glasses
will still be needed, but the old eyestrain
will be gone.
"The 3-D you'll see is 25 to 50 percent
more advanced, with crisper images, no
fluttering, and more clearly defined colors," Hitzig says. It is so advanced that
theater owners will have to buy special
lenses to project it.
Universal's big budget investment injaws
3-D, opening July 22, represents faith not
only in the continued popularity of its shark
saga _but in the durability of the current 3-D
renaissance.
Its last boom in 1953-54 was widespread
but very short-lived. The process has been
around since 1897, and a 3-D film was the
hit of the New York World's Fair in 1939.
But Hollywood ignored it until a hustling
independent producer made a disreputable 3-D B-movie called Bwana Devil in
1952. It opened to awful reviews and a
quick $5 million in business.
Within a few months, almost every
major Hollywood studio halted productions in midstream to reshoot them in 3-D.
Even Bugs Bunny and Woody Woodpecker
cartoons joined the bandwagon. Many of
the films, like House of Wax with Vincent
Price, were hits, but by the end of 1954 the
craze had ended as soon as it had begun.
Several big movies shot in 3-D that year
were released in 2-D.
Several factors helped kill off 3-D, with

The new split-lens 3-D camera on the Jaws
3-D set.

bad scripts leading the list. One producer
announced he was doing a film in 4-D,
"which means we'll use 3-D and we also
have a story." Filmmakers hated a cumbersome process they never had time to
master, and the studios much preferred
simpler Cinemascope as a way to lure
audiences from their TV sets. Exhibitors loathed 3-D because it required two
projectors.
Much of what those legions hated has
been eliminated for jaws 3-D. For one
thing, it wasn't shot with the old method of
two cameras placed two and one-half
inches from each other - the normal distance between human eyes. When the
cameras were slightly off from that distance, it produced color overlap and flutter ing in the film. jaws 3-D used a special
camera with one split lens. Theaters only
need one projector to show it.
Other innovations for jaws 3-D include
the first underwater 3-D camera. Shooting
took place at Sea World in Orlando, where
Hitzig oversaw construction of the world's
largest underwater filming tank. Made
from a giant oil storage tank, it is 110 feet
in diameter, 24 feet deep, has a special filtration system to keep the water clear for
filming, and is solar heated.
Even the mechanical sharks developed
by Roy Arbogast, who built the Great
Whites for the first two jaws, surpass their
ancestors. "One shark head 12 feet long
breathes air through its gills, its eyes roll
back, and its lip curls in a snarl," Hitzig
says.
And despite 3-D's reputation for assaulting its audience with spears, knives, even
chewing tobacco, Hitzig insists jaws 3-D
uses the process in a new, more subtle way.
"This is not a horror film or a gimmick
film," he says.
But that doesn't mean jaws 3 -D won't
glide past glistening underwater coral
reefs or have moray eels and frolicsome
dolphins charging at the audience. "We do
see a man from his point of view get swallowed by a shark and look out of the
mouth as it closes."

(continued from page 16)
9130155, a year to the day after his arrival.
"I survived on
peanut butter
sandwiches, anchovies and sardines - all
the great 'artist food,"' Quaid says with a
grin. "I was getting $50 a week in unemplo yment checks from Texas. Two other
guys roomed with me - one slept on the
bed, one on the couch, one on the floor
and we'd rotate once a week." Quaid
hrugs. "It works, you don't starve. A lot of
the guys gave up and went home. But, for
me, it was scarier to think of going back
than to stay and stick it out. If it's something I really want to do, nothing can keep
me from it.
"My brother, Randy, had been out here
for four or five years already and had been
nominated for an Academy award for his
part in The Last Detail. He helped me out
quite a bit psychologically but he couldn't
help me get an agent or anything."
Quaid's role in Breaking Away provided a
substantial boost to his struggling career. "I
started getting offers after that," he concedes. "If you're in a successful film, it
breeds work. I was offered a part in The
Dukes of Hazzard but tho ught that by the
fifth week I'd probably be going crazy, saying 'what the hell am I doing here?'"
Quaid prefers film projects to television
series wdrk. "I could never hold a job for
more than two months. And I like going
from role to role, visiting other towns,
learning about the world ."
Quaid is currently separated from his
wife, actress P. ]. Soles, but he says he'd
rather not talk about his personal life. He
and his wife "are really good friends ," he
adds.
Quaid's free time is limited by his current filming schedule, but when he is able
to get away, it is far from the L.A. hustle,
all the way to his ranch in Montana. His·
fa11orite pastime there is - "sitting." Sitting? "Well, I do some riding, fishing and
walking, but, really, it's great just to sit and
talk and watch the clouds roll across the
valley."

Dennis Quaid and Bess Armstrong fall in
love in Jaws 3-D-and then have to fight off
the world's largest shark. It's enough to
strain any relationship ...

Dennis Quaid, Simon MacCorkindak, Bess Armstrong and Lou Gossett ("left to
right) are Florida Sea World colleagues ... before The Shark changes a few things.

(continued from page 4)
blonde' typecast fits me because I've never
played one.
The set of Stroker Ace was a most compatible workplace for Anderson, and she
found that her crewmates were very generous with their support. "I had a great
time making this picture," she says. "Hal
Needham was very easy-going, never
overworking us. Burt was always good,
Ned Beatty always entertaining, making us
laugh. And Jim Nabors. Well, he is the
sweetest man. He is so cute. He had just
done the Th e Music Man at the Burt
Reynolds Dinner Theater in Florida and
he said that doing the movie was like taking a vacation in comparison. "
Dinner theater is a corner of the acting
craft that Anderson knows well. For close
to ten years before she came to Hollywood,
she worked that milieu all across the country, usually playing the leading lady to a
visiting star. Then in Hollywood, episodes
of Barnaby Jones, M .A.S.H., Policewoman
and The Bob Newhart Show, among others,
preceded her four-year stint on WKRP. Incidentally, you might see Anderson ·on
late-night re-runs with various hair colors,
from jet black to strawberry blonde. Unraveling that puzzle, we'll tell you that before doing WKRP, she started lightening
her black hair bit by bit and by the time the
series began, she had gone blonde once
and for all.
One of the delights for Anderson in
playing Feeney were the costumes. "It was
a fabu lous wardrobe, all very feminine, all
dresses, all in pretty pastels. I felt like a big
parfait all the time, a big creme puff. It
was fun, like playing 'dress-up,' very exciting. Jim Nabors once said I looked like a
fairy princess."
Making movies hasn't always been so
easy for the voluptuous actress. When she
did her portrayal of Jayne Mansfield in
] ayne Mans.field: A Symbol of the Fifties, it was
very hard work. "It was the most grueling
picture I've ever done because I was in
every scene and it was an 18-day shoot. We
were working 12 hours a day on most days,
with a forced call, which means you have
to be back before your 12-hour turn-
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Ned Beatty, ace character actor, plays Clyde
Torkk, fried chicken king, in Stroker Ace.
Clyde is here fondling one of his favorite objects; another favorite object is his public re- .
lations expert, Pembrook Feeney, played by
Loni Anderson.
around . I was glad Jayne looked really dissipated at the end of her life, because I felt
that way at the end of the picture. It's hard
to have fun on TV movies because the
time's short. You have to give your life up
to the project."
Taking a break after Stroker Ace, Anderson has returned to the home in the San
Fernando Valley that she shares with her
daughter, Deidra. Her much-noted romance with Reynolds has cooled slightly,
though her publicist, Mickey Freeman,
notes that "they do date, they're good
friends and that's it at the moment."
Like most performers, Anderson enjoys
her work and gets a little antsy between assignments. To alleviate boredom and · to
tone her physique, she's recently added an
exercise room to her home, and has established a daily work-out routine.
"This year I'm spending a lot of time
time with Deidra. It's her last year of high
school. She's president of her class, very
academica lly oriented, and she has no
plans to follow in my footsteps. She wants
to go on to college, travel in Europe. She's
not all that interested in what I do except
she says she's proud of me and she think's
it's cute."

Colorful friends. A little imagination. And Kodak film.
Reflect on it. Because with Kodak film and
friends like yours, who needs rainbows?

